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Lot 
Number Thumbnail Title Description

Low & 
High 
Estimate

4001 R. JOHN 
WRIGHT.

MIB 7" 2004-2005 "Sunshine Scootles" doll. No. 0568. COA. Original sleeve.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4002 R. JOHN 
WRIGHT.

17" 1981-1984 "Hannah" doll No. 66 - 250. No box. Tagged on back and 
NIADA tag on petticoat.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4003 R. JOHN 
WRIGHT.

9" "Tinker" Tag Bears. No. 151/500. No box.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.
 

100 
300

4004 MAGGIE 
IACONO.

MIB 11" 2005 "Little Elise" doll, 95/100.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4005 MAGGIE 
IACONO.

MIB 15" 2003 "Carly" doll, 41/70.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4005A TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS Please read our Terms and Conditions as they have been recently updated.
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4006 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. 10" Painted cloth portrait doll by artist Susan Fosnot. 1995 Jack-In-The-
Box designed by artist Akira Blount. Made by Akira Studio and Darrin 
Designs for the NIADA Conference, Philadelphia, PA. Overall height 8".

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4007 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT of (3) male NIADA dolls. Pair of cloth dolls by artist Bernard Ravca - 8 1
/2" "Mark Twain" (moth holes on wool coat) and 8" "Peg-Leg Pete". Tag 
reads: Peter Stuyvesant. 10 1/2" Bisquit clay "John Alden" by artist Muriel 
Bruyere (moth hole on back of coat). Condition: as stated. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4008 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT of (3) dolls by artist KATHY REDMOND. 13" "Christopher Columbus" 
made for the Oct. 1992 Endless Hills Doll Club Regional, PA. 12 1/2" "Queen 
Isabella" 1492-1992, (a companion doll) . 12 1/2" "Jo March" made for the 
1995 Region 10 Convention. #133.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4009 ARTIST DOLL(S).

19" 1983 Reproduction G. J.D.K. ll 221 "Googly" character doll made by 
artists Linda & Alan Marx. Human hair wig.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4010 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT of dolls. 16" and 13" 1990 Pair of cloth dolls by NIADA artist Ellen 
Turner. #9. "Granny Lee and Kitty Sue - He Will Come Back To Be With You". 
Pair of cloth Amish Boys "Piggy Back" #4, by artist Dorothy Billings, April 7th, 
1992. Best of Missouri's Hands, Juried Award. Artist lives and works in Paris, 
MO. Overall height 10". Pair of cloth "Weedidit" female children. Overall 
height 9 1/2".

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4011 ARTIST DOLL(S).

14" Leather/suede doll signed B.S. 90 on back of head. Hang tag reads: 
Beate Schult Graphik-Puppen 089-688578 8 Munchen 83. Painted features 
on leather head, human hair wig.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4012 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. 14" 1947-1948 All original "Cindy"doll by artist DEWEES COCHRAN. 
Painted features, honey blonde human hair braided wig. Body is marked 
with the 1946 embossed name plate Dewees Cochran Dolls on back. Her 
outfit is made from moygashel linen. Leather sandals. She comes with the 
book "As If They May Speak", an illustrated autobiography, Dewees 
Cochran. Ltd. Ed. No. 537/1000 and signed by author. 1979. Condition: some 
indentations on latex torso from stand. Ink ? marks around left eye.. Age 
fading, discoloration on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500
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4013 ARTIST DOLL(S).

SCENE. 1952? "The Best Fishes by Jossy & Malka". Created by artist Magda 
Watts Eilat, Elderly couple selling fish, standing in front of a counter, 
weighing scale. Wooden base. 14 1/2" W x 9 1/2" D x 16" T. Condition: age 
loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4014 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. Charming One-of-a-kind "Girl with cat, bears and books" by artist Lucia 
Fredericky. Doll has painted features, mohair wig. She is sitting on a sof with 
her "friends" and books. 9 1/2" W x 5" D x 11 1/2" T.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4015 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. 20" Cloth lady doll by NIADA artist AKIRA BLOUNT. Painted features, 
blonde human hair wig. Doll is mounted in a shadow box frame 14 1/2" W x 
28" L x 5 1/2" D.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4016 ARTIST DOLL(S).

27" One-of-a-kind Black male child portraiture doll by Danish artist ELLA 
HAAS. Signed Ella on back of head. This is a weighted doll and is quite heavy 
He has a "Keramin" (clay) head with painted features and curly fur wig. 
Cloth body. Doll comes with photo of artist holding the doll. In an article 
written about her, she said "Creating is Like Giving Birth". Condition: nothing 
observed.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
1500

4017 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT of small items. NIADA Artist JANE DAVIS - 5 1/2" Cloth Clown doll with 
painted face. Pair of Beautifully dressed girl dolls - (1) cloth doll with painted 
face and the other all bisque with painted features. Wonderful mohair? 
wigs. Set of (4) wooden blocks signed "Doppelganger" No. 1 of 5 1994. The 
paperwork that comes with lot shows the last two dolls sitting/standing on 
the four blocks. The duo is limited to an edition of five. Artist DIANNE 
DENGEL - 3" Baby doll holding bear.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4018 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Pair of Twin 19" HEUBACH #8648 "Grumpy" boy dolls. Painted hair, features 
with integlio eyes. Marked 1999 by artist Linda Beasley.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4019 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. Pair of 2002 UFDC 5" All bisque "Max and Moritz" dolls by artist Pat 
Black. Also -1870 book "Max and Maurice" Juvenile History in Seven Tricks 
by William Busch.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4020 COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of SHIRLEY TEMPLE dolls and book. Both are original owner dolls. They 
have their original, uncombed honey blonde mohair wigs. 18" Doll is 
dressed in replaced vintage clothing, newer shoes, socks. She is wearing an 
original "The World's Darling" pin. She has her Bakealike toy Kitty with her. 
Condition: crazing. Eyes have lost their color. 22" Doll is dressed in vintage 
cotton flannel cowgirl outfit, oilcloth boots. No hat. Repro "An Original 
Shirley Temple Doll" pin. Condition: crazing, cracks. Eyes have lost their 
color. Book - "Shirley Temple Dolls and Collectibles", Patricia Smith. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4020A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

4021 COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

16" 1935 MADAME ALEXANDER "Little Colonel" doll. (This is pre-Princess 
Elizabeth) Honey blonde mohair wig is uncombed. She has an unmarked 
body. Dressed in original clothing - tagged dress, 1 pc. under garment, hat, 
shoes. Condition: crazing. Eyes have lost their color. Age discoloration
/fading, loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4022 COMPOSITION
/TYPE DOLLS.

20" 1930's MADAME ALEXANDER "Kamkins-Type" all original doll. This is 
described as having a hard felt face. She has painted features and honey 
blonde mohair wig. A separate shoulder plate is over the 5 pc. cloth body 
with hinged shoulders and swivel hips. Dressed in original unmarked outfit, 
oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: cracking on face. Age discoloration on body, 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4023 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LIBERTY.

9" Liberty of London "Beef-Eater" (Tower of London Guard).

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com
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4024 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LIBERTY.

8 1/2" Liberty of London "Chancellor of The House of Lords". Paper tag 
reads: Coronation, May 12, 1937. Outfit is tagged. (Although this is the same 
doll as lot #4025, look at the differences between the two.)

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4025 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LIBERTY.

9" Liberty of London "Lord Chancellor". Liberty hang tag reads: 20/T/509. 
Outfit is tagged. (Although this is the same doll as lot #4024, look at the 
differences between the two.)

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4026 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LIBERTY.

10" Liberty of London "King Henry VIII". Liberty hang tag reads: 52/T/8500. 
Outfit is tagged.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
500

4027 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LIBERTY.

9" Liberty of London "Queen Elizabeth I". Outfit is tagged.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
500

4028 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LENCI/TYPE.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls appear to have all original clothing. They have 
painted brown side glance eyes, painted features, mohair wigs. 5 Pc. bodies 
with swivel necks. Doll 1) 15" unmarked doll, brown hair. Felt head, cotton 
body. Dressed in felt clothing - ivory coat with fur collar; matching hat. Pink 
dress, yellow trim. Cotton teddy, socks. Newer shoes. Condition: age 
discoloration on face, body, clothing Doll 2) 22" 1930's LENCI, blonde hair. 
All felt construction. Dressed in organdy dress with pink felt polka dots, pink 
felt shoes. Cotton underwear, socks. Condition: age loss, discoloration on 
face, body and clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4029 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LENCI/TYPE.

Pair of 24" 1930's LENCI boudoir style dolls. Doll 1) has painted brown eyes, 
black mohair wig. NO original clothing - dressed in vintage felt gown, under 
garments. Comes with additional felt skirts and her original petticoat. Doll 2) 
has painted blue side glance eyes, blonde mohair wig. NO original clothing-
dressed in vintage cotton eyelet gown, hoop skirt petticoat. She may be 
wearing her original teddy and pantaloons. The dolls have their original 
black felt high heel shoes on. Condition: both dolls have been heavily played 
with and loved. The wigs have been combed out. Age discoloration on 
heads, bodies. Age discoloration on clothing. These dolls have the potential 
to be brought back to their natural beauty by regrooming and redressing 
properly. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
500
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4030 CLOTH DOLLS - 
LENCI/TYPE.

LOT. Pair of dolls. Both dolls have painted side glance eyes, mohair wigs. 5 
Pc. bodies with swivel necks. Doll 1) 19" 1930's LENCI child with brown eyes, 
black braided wig. She has an all felt body and dressed in a tagged outfit. 
Dressed in a boudoir style outfit. Felt skirt, halter top and bolero type jacket, 
shoes. Original cotton petticoat, teddy, pantaloons, socks.The blouse is not 
original to doll. Condition: age discoloration, loss on clothing. Doll 2) 23" 
1930's unmarked boudoir style doll with blue eyes, blonde braided wig. She 
has a felt head but a cotton body, molded breasts. No original clothing, 
dressed in contemporary velveteen/satin gown. No shoes. Condition: age 
discoloration on head, body. This lot is being sold AS IS. Book - Elena (LENCI) 
Konig Scavini "Una Bambola E Altre Creazioni" , 1990, entirely in Italian.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4030A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

4031 CLOTH DOLLS - 
MASK FACE.

LOT of (6) all original mask face dolls. Pair of 14" tagged MOLLY'ES dolls - Jan 
and Gretchen of Holland. Condition: Jan is missing his cap. Age 
discoloration, loss on dolls. Unmarked GEORGENE type - 11" Dutch Boy. 13" 
Brownie with uniform, pin. Misc. unmarked - 15" doll with strawberry 
blonde mohair wig. Period clothing, newer shoes. 17" Doll with brown 
mohair wig. Condition: as stated. Dolls may have age discoloration, fading 
on clothing, body. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4032
CLOTH DOLLS - 
BRUCKNER
/MORAVIAN.

LOT of (3) dolls. 14" BRUCKNER doll with stiffened mask face. Clothing 
appears original. 17" Polly Heckewelder MORAVIAN doll with painted brown 
eyes, hair. She is missing her dress, pinafore and over bonnet from original 
outfit. 6 1/2" Printed cloth doll with printed clothing. Condition: as stated. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4033 CLOTH DOLLS
/OTHER.

LOT of (4) all original dolls. (3) Cloth dolls - 16" Tagged CHAD VALLEY CO. 
LTD. doll with mask face, painted features. Red mohair wig. 10" Unmarked 
Lenci/type mascotte doll with painted features, brown wig. All felt clothing. 
10" Russian doll tagged Made in Soviet Union. Painted stockinette face, 
brown hair. ALSO - 12" Dutch doll tagged LIBERATED HOLLAND, Inica patent 
- Courtray-Belgium. She has a composite head and clogs. Painted features, 
hair, hat. Cloth body. Condition: dolls may have fading, discoloration, age 
loss on clothing, bodies. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4034 CLOTH DOLLS - 
MORAVIAN.

Pair of all original 17" Polly Heckewelder MORAVIAN dolls. 1970's Blonde 
hair doll with blue eyes has a blue/white check dress. 1960's Brunette with 
brown eyes has a pink/white check dress (missing her wool over bonnet). 
Condition: as stated. Age discoloration on brunette's body, pinafore as she is 
older. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4034A CLOTH DOLLS.

LOT of (8) dolls. 10 1/2" Unmarked doll with painted head/features, blonde 
braided mohair wig. Excellsior stuffed body. Clothing appears original. (1) 
Shoe missing. Condition: age discoloration, loss on body. 9 1/2" Unmarked 
doll representing Spain. Mask face, black floss hair. Clothing appears 
original. 12" Unmarked doll. Molded painted face, black floss hair. Clothing 
appears original. (1) Shoe sole missing. Condition: as stated. Age loss on 
clothing. 12" Unmarked Asian doll. Painted face, black human hair wig. 
Original silk clothing. (4) Tagged Klumpe/type dolls - (3) marked SC Made in 
Spain, Barcelona. 4 1/2" Matador, (2) dancers. 10" NISTIS Barcelona, Made 
in Spain dancer. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

40 
200

4034B CLOTH DOLLS
/OTHER.

LOT. This is an original owner lot. Cloth doll - 14 1/2" 1930's MAUDE TOUSEY 
FANGLE (signed MTF on left side of face) "Sweets". Made for Georgene. All 
original with printed face, yarn braids, oilcloth body. Polka dot skirt/bonnet 
match torso fabric. Condition: well loved and played with. Age loss on 
oilcloth limbs, hair. She comes with her friends - 11 1/2" unmarked all 
original Black composition doll with painted features, hair and shoes. Cotton 
clothing. 10" L. Unmarked brown mohair Dachshund with brown glass eyes. 
Patchwork quilt - 10 1/2" x 9 3/4". This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4035 CLOTH DOLLS.- 
CHASE.

Pair of CHASE dolls. Antique - This is an original family owned doll. 19" Baby 
with marked body. Antique clothing as found on doll - cotton print dress, 
wool flannel petticoat, cotton pantaloons/socks. Brown leather boots. 
Condition: repaint on face, loss of paint in hair area. Age discoloration on 
clothing. Contemporary - 1977 Tagged UFDC Chase souvenir doll from the 
Hartford. CT. Region 14 Conference, Sponsored by The New London Doll 
Club. Condition: nothing observed. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4036 CLOTH DOLL - 
CHASE.

24" All original "George Washington" cloth doll by artist MARTHA CHASE, in 
OB. Box end reads Chase Stockinette Doll. He has a stern face with blue 
eyes, a slight smile. Painted white hair with a small pigtail. This is one of the 
RARER Chase dolls. Condition: minor loss of paint in hair area. Nose rub. 
Clothing has age discoloration. Black leather heeled shoes have age loss. Box 
has been reinforced. This is a wonderful doll and unusual to find it in the OB.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
4000

4037 TOYS.

LOT. Tin Grocery Store Mfg. by Wolverine Supply and Manufacturing Co., 
Pittsburgh, PA. Middle section shows picture of shelves, counters. Side 
panels hold items for sale inc: laundry products, pharmacy items, paper 
products, crackers/bisquits, cereal, cooking items, basics. 12" T x 31" Wide 
when open, 16" when folded up. Also -misc. booklets from various food 
companies - Certo, Hershey, Heinz, Betty Crocker, Rumford. Condition: age 
discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4038 TOYS.

Antique FORTRESS. Label on bottom reads: G.A. Schwarz Toys, 1006 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, PA. Wood and papier mache construction. 
Curtain walls surround the inner ward. Turrets, watch tower, drawbridge. 
Compartment in bottom to hold the top pieces when disassembled. 
Measures: 21 1/2" W x 17 1/2" T x 15 1/2" D. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4039 CHINA DOLL(S).

LOT of china/other HALF DOLLS, figurines, novelties. China - (18) Half dolls. 
(3) Are mounted on cloth pin cushion bases, (2) of those have legs. (1) Is 
mounted on a brush. (1) Has a cloth handbag. They are both German and 
Japanese, 2 1/4" - 4 1/2". (1) German papier mache half doll. Other - 4 1/2" 
All bisque doll (Japan) mounted in the middle of a silk pincushion. (2) China 
figurines: 3" - 4 1/4" (damage). Condition: as stated. Age loss on fabric. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4040 CHINA DOLL(S).

LOT of (6) antique dolls. (3) Low brows (marked Germany). 4 1/2" - 11". 
They all have cloth bodies, china/parian lower limbs. (2) Have vintage 
clothing, the other is undressed. (3) Flat tops. 4 1/2" - 7 1/2". (1) Has a cloth 
body with wooden lower arms (damage on shoulder plate edge). (2) Have 
cloth bodies with china/parian lower limbs. They are all dressed in antique 
clothing. Condition: age discoloration on cloth bodies. Age discoloration, 
loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4041 CHINA DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls. 8 1/2" Unmarked blonde Frozen Charlie doll with blue eyes. 
Pink tint on head and part of body. 11" Flat top doll with black hair, blue 
eyes. Cloth body, china lower limbs. Dressed in antique wool dress, cotton 
petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: nose, cheek rubs. Paint rubs on back of 
head. Age discoloration on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4042 CHINA DOLL(S).

LOT. This is an original family owned doll. 10" "Sukey" 1870's-80's doll with 
black hair, blue eyes, rosy cheeks. Provenance: "Sadie Winston's doll that I 
played with as a child. Clothes in little red suitcase under my bed". Cloth 
body, china lower limbs. Condition: right hand and left foot are missing. 
Antique WARDROBE - (6) dresses, (3) skirts, (2) 2 pc. outfits, (3) petticoats, 
pantaloons, cape, bodice, (3) hats and a bonnet. Sadie Winston's sterling 
thimble. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4043 CHINA DOLL(S).

LOT. This is an original family owned doll. 10" "Melissa" 1850's pink lustre 
Greiner type shoulder head on a milliner's model body with painted yellow 
shoes. Black hair, brown eyes, pink cheeks. Antique WARDROBE - 2 pc. silk 
outfit, (2) dresses, (2) petticoats, pantaloons, (2) slips, cape, collar, straw 
bonnet. Condition: kiln speck on cheek, rub on back of head. Age 
discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4044 CHINA DOLL(S).

LOT of (4) dolls. All of these dolls are wearing antique/vintage clothing. (3) 
Have black hair. 7" Doll - head is on a dollhouse doll body. Cloth, with 
unglazed lower limbs. 5 3/4" Doll - (repaired) head is on a replaced cloth 
body, unglazed lower limbs. (Damage on back of skirt). 8" MALE doll has a 
cloth body with leather lower arms, boots. Condition: wool outfit (age loss). 
Paint wear on back of head. Blonde - 7 1/2" doll, head is on a replaced cloth 
body, china lower limbs. Condition: neck is broken. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4045 CHINA DOLL(S).

LOT of (4) dolls. Pair of Frozen Charlotte dolls - 3 1/2" pink lustre (neck/head 
repair). 4 1/2" (neck repair). 14" 1870's "Abigail". Antique cloth body with 
(1) china arm, (1) leather arm; china lower legs. Painted green garters. 
Antique dress, petticoat, teddy, pantaloons. Age loss on clothing. Condition: 
as stated. Nothing observed on shoulder head. Also - bisque shoulder head 
doll made in the fashion of a china doll. Fancy bun on back of head. Cloth 
body, unglazed lower limbs. Comes with (2) dresses, underwear. Condition: 
nothing observed on bisque. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4046 CHINA DOLL(S).

17" Unmarked 1870's-1880's doll with deep shoulder plate, black hair, blue 
eyes, pink cheeks. Cloth body, chubby china lower arms, legs with painted 
gray boots and green tassels. Dressed in vintage dress, antique petticoat, 
pantaloons. Condition: nothing observed on china. Age discoloration on 
clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4047 CHINA DOLL(S).

22" Unmarked Turned shoulder head doll with pink tint, black Greiner-style 
hair, brown eyes, rosey cheeks. Vintage cloth body with newer cloth arms, 
china lower arms. Dressed in antique green silk faille gown with tiers of 
embroidered silk and silk fringe. Matching hat. Embroidered tulle on bodice 
and sleeves; tulle sash. Antique underwear. Comes with a second vintage 
apricot taffeta dress. Condition: kiln speck under nose. Rubs on cheek, nose. 
Otherwise, nothing observed on shoulder ead. Age loss on silk.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600

4048 CHINA DOLL(S).

25 1/2" "Euphemia Matilda". Unmarked solid dome shoulder head doll with 
deep shoulder plate. Blue eyes, pink cheeks. Head is bald with painted black 
pate. She wears a honey blonde human hair wig. Newer cloth body with 
white leather arms, individual fingers. Dressed in vintage black silk taffeta 
gown with embroidered silk ribbon panel down front. Lace medallion at 
neckline. Antique underwear - (2) petticoats, pantaloons. Black velvet slip on 
shoes. Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on china.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600

4049 PARIAN DOLL
(S).

17 1/2" "Johnny Belinda", an original family owned doll. Male doll with 
modelled dress shirt, glazed collar and tie. Pale blonde hair, blue eyes. pink 
cheeks. Cloth body with parian lower arms. Dressed as a girl in antique floral 
dress. Petticoat, teddy, pantaloons, socks. (1) 1950's oilcloth shoe. 
Condition: firing/kiln cracks on back of shoulder plate otherwise, nothing 
observed on shoulder head, arms. Age discoloration on body, clothing. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4050 CHINA/BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

Pair of items. China - 5" 1870's Unmarked shoulder head only with black 
hair, blue eyes faint cheek color. Bisque - 6 1/2" HEUBACH figurine of infant 
in high chair. Marked with sunburst symbol and #884. Condition: nothing 
observed on either item.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4050A TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS Please read our Terms and Conditions as they have been recently updated.

4051 CHINA DOLL(S).

19" "6" 1880's Doll with black hair, blue eyes, rosey cheeks. Vintage cloth 
body, and newer china limbs. Dressed in contemporary wedding gown, veil, 
underwear. Condition: paint is worn on back of head otherwise, nothing 
observed on china. Body has been repaired. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4052 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

FURNITURE. LOT of (15) pcs. of larger scale painted black with flowers, PA 
Dutch style furniture. Settee, various chairs, various tables, dry sink, cradles, 
hutch, corner cabinet, chest of drawers, dressing table, (2) bundling beds 
(different scales). Hutch is 8" T. (1) Bed is 5 1/2" L and the other 10" L. (1) 
Cradle is 4 1/2" L and the other 6 3/4".

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4053 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

FURNITURE/OTHER. Furniture - 7 Pc. set of antique bamboo/wicker. Chairs, 
chaises. Larger chaise is 4 1/2" T x 4 3/4" L. Other - German wooden 
buildings. Barn with animals is 2 3/4" T. Doll house is 3" T. Condition: age 
loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4054 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

FURNITURE. LOT. Wooden furniture - Dry sink marked 1971 Louis 
Krommacher, Centralia,Ill. Table is by the same artist. No other pieces are 
marked. Corner cupboard is 7 1/2" T. (2) Cast metal STAR stoves. (5) Pc. 
green metal wire set and metal wire baby carriage. Condition: this lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4055 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

FURNITURE//ACCESSORIES. LOT of antique metal items. Music stand, desk, 
knitting basket, magazine rack, shelving unit. Framed pictures/mirror, 
flatware in holders, clock/dome, birdcage, shaving table, cash register, lamp 
and others. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4056 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES. Antique metalware, woodenware, stanhope, pocket knives, 
scissors, leather file, cleaning tools, phones, sterling tray 0.19 ozt, glassware, 
books, etc. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4057 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES. Antique/vintage. Linens, trinket boxes, all bisque candy baby 
dolls, animals, Limoge plates, Scottish china set, Delft ornaments, pottery, 
other misc. items. Hanky box with hankies. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4058 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES. Antique/vintage. Metal - charms, boat, car, stroller, pram, 
high chair, German sewing machine. Wooden - boat, Czech. napkin rings, 
tea set in apple, pencil box, domino box, clocks. Toys, watering cans, 
"Balaclava" trumpet in OB. Skeins of knitting yarn. Much more. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4059 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - ANIMALS/DOLLS. Vintage. Animals - Bears inc. (1) antique 
mohair, dogs, chickens, ducks, cats, hedgehogs inc. Handwork. Dolls - 
Becassine figures. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4060 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - ANIMALS. Antique/vintage. Dogs, cats/mice, farm animals, 
wildlife, mohair monkey, birds, Steiff pom, celluloid nodding goose, Austrian 
cold painted bronze/type dog with thermometer, etc. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4061 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - ANIMALS. This is a circus themed lot. The World of 
Miniatures Becky Wheeler, other designers. Deb Canham's Little Gem Teddy 
Bears. Clowns, performers, ring master, king, platform elephant, Also 
Raggedy Ann & Andy. Signed Rabbi bear by Theresa 2000. Also - set of 
wooden circus animals, clowns and props. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4062 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/STEIFF. Antique.Steiff - 4" mohair "Lion" cub with glass 
eyes, swivel neck, paper chest tag. Silver button, yellow tag, 3310. Dolls - set 
of (4) Made in Demark marching band figures with metal feet. Cotton 
batting skier with sled. Dennison cardboard reversible boxing figures (goes 
from black to white) with grommet joints. Also - 10 1/2" wooden violin with 
bow. Condition: damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4063 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ANIMALS/ACCESSORIES. Antique, vintage. Dolls - 1949 
P. W. Baston figurines. Mother/baby by artist Ila L. Doran. Others. Animals - 
Handwork, mohair, fur. Accessories - china tea set, German cannister set, 
steins, Limoge plates. Glassware - cruet set, misc. Cleaning items, metal 
ware, wood ware, books, rugs. Also - child's toy cast iron Stover Junior 8 
waffle iron and base This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4064 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - FURNITURE/ACCESSORIES. Antique, vintage. Funiture - 
Woden display cabinet with glass frunt, filled with china miniatures 8 1/4" T 
x 9 1/2" W x 3" D. Metal furniture - Tootsie Toy, cast iron Arcade type and 
others. Accessories - bottle brush Christmas tree, metal ware, rugs, fire 
place tools, wooden planters/lamps, misc. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

40 
100

4065 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - ACCESSORIES/FOOD STUFFS. Antique, vintage. Accessories - 
baskets, glass/other bottles. Woven doll cradles, magazines, books. Other. 
Food stuffs - boxes of cereal, laundry soap, sugar, candy, bag of flour, misc. 
fruits/vegetables. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

40 
100

4066 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ACCESSORIES. Antique, vintage. Dolls - Pair of MIB 
Kathe Kruse. Celluloid baby in peanut shell. Bride/groom cake topper. 
Herman Smith Pinocchio/wooden soldier. Tiny peg wooden dolls in wooden 
eggs. All bisque/parian dolls. 2 1/4" Bisque shoulder head only, with mohair 
wig from a Simon & Halbig 1160 "Little Women" doll. Peg Wooden dolls by 
artist Eric Horne, England. Primitive wooden doll by artist and Miniaturist 
Robin Thompson. Accessories - Fretwork Christmas ornament and mantle 
piece. Glass doll ornament. Wooden articulated tree ornaments. Wooden 
figures. This lot is beng sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4067 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT. Contemporary and doll artist. Dolls - (17) porcelain, plastic (inc. Heidi 
Ott), other materials. Commercial and artist - Pat Boldt 2007, Lus? 2008. 
Furniture - Victorian/style wire, wicker. Misc. other. Clothing mannequins, 
accessories. Bear collection. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4068 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES -DOLLS. Antique, vintage. Chinese silk dolls in silk shoe. 
German wooden dolls. Peg Wooden dolls. Immobile wooden dolls. Mini 
German village dolls. Corn husk doll. Cloth, silk face dolls with painted, 
embroiderd features. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4069 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ACCESSORIES. Dolls - German wooden, cloth. French 
clay creche set from Provenence, France. Wooden figures from the German 
Christmas markets. (1) Marked German Democratic Republic. Accessories - 
paper house. German wooden kitchen implements, chair. Condition: some 
damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4070 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ACCESSORIES. Antique. German painted bisque 
dollhouse dolls and dolls representing other countries. All bisque 1930's 
wire strung dolls with painted shoes, hair. Amish all bisque couple. Bisque 
immobiles. Celluloid, yarn dolls. Accessories - mini wooden serving pcs. in 
container. Condition: some damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4071 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - BLACK DOLLS. Antique, vintage. 4" German 4/0 bisque head 
doll with stationary eyes, closed mouth, mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache 
body. 5 1/2" Painted all bisque doll dressed as a soldier from another 
country. Plastic baby dolls, cloth doll. Pair of tiny all bisque baby dolls. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4072 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Antique. German Biege-Puppchen in OB. German 
cloth doll. All bisque dolls with painted eyes. China head doll Doll house 
dolls. Pin cushion doll with bisque head. Pinocchio figure. Condition: some 
damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4073 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Antique, vintage. Lot of dollhouse dolls. German 
painted bisque dolls. Families, Babies. Paper carriage with celluloid baby. 
Condition: damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

40 
100

4074 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Antique. German painted bisque. Wire strung 1930's 
all bisque. Parian dolls. China dolls, Frozen Charlies. Immobiles. German all 
bisque dolls. Yarn, cloth dolls. Also box of paper/batting mini animals, dolls. 
Condition: some damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4075 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Lot of (19) CARL HORN/type dolls. Some are couples. 
Some are dressed in identical outfits. Pair of twin babies and other babies. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4076 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ACCESSORIES. Antique. This lot has different scales of 
dolls. German painted bisque, pink bisque, parian, celluloid, wire strung. 
1930's Chenille cowgirl figures. Dolls dressed in crepe paper outfits. 5" 
Bisque head Googly eye doll. 7 1/2" Black doll with mohair wig. Also - 
German papier mache Christmas ornament of dancing couple. Condition: 
some damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4077 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/BOOK. Antique. Lot of celluloid dolls and book. Dolls - 
Kewpies. Alsace couple. French couple in a 1939 New York World's Fair box. 
Babies, (1) in cradle. Condition: age loss, discoloration. Book - "A Century of 
Celluloid Dolls", Shirley Buchholz. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4078 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Antique, vintage. Lot of black dolls - cloth, all bisque. 
Lot of china head dolls, (1) with Betty on shoulder plate made by artist 
Rosemarie Snyder. Leather/clothespin doll made in England by artist Mary 
Dean. German painted bisque, wire strung 1930's dolls. German pink bisque 
baby doll. Newer bisque doll house dolls. German Andy Gump nodder. 
Immobiles, celluloid. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4079 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Antique, vintage. Dolls in this lot are of different 
scales. Celluloid, Renwal babies, German painted bisque dolls. Vinyl doll 
family. Wooden Dutch coupe. Doll house dolls in different mediums. Pair of 
Silvestri dolls in OB. Small Russian doll. Skookum. 6" Papier mache doll. 
Condition: age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4080 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ACCESSORIES. Antique, vintage. Dolls - 7" bisque head 
doll house couple. Bisque head doll, painted bisque doll, English cloth face 
doll, Swedish character doll. Accessories - wooden shoes, hand mirror, 
combs, figurines, stein, German metal mail box, stork, other misc. Paper 
Charlie Chaplin squeak toy and bellows toys. Other misc. Condition: age loss. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4081 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS/ Antique. German Doll house dolls. (2) Flapper style 
(arm missing). (2) Ladies with molded buns (leg missing). (2) Men in suits. 
Condition: as stated. Age discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4082 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS. Antique. Lot of baby dolls. German painted bisque, 
German plastic. Candy baby. German all bisque. Babies in carriage, high 
chair, bassinette. Condition: age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4082A MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

MINIATURES - DOLLS, ACCESSORIES. Antique. Dolls - mostly china shoulder 
head dolls 3" - 7". Condition: the 3", 3 1/2" dolls have no visible damage. 
The larger ones have missing or replaced limbs. 6 1/2" Black shoulder head 
doll (missing left hand, foot). 3 1/2" Bisque shoulder head doll (nothing 
visible). Peg wooden (arm missing). 3 1/4" All bisque. Celluloid doll. 1" Black 
shoulder head only. Accessories - wax apple with scene inside (damage). 2" 
Papier mache mouse marked: Family antique mouse 1874 P. Clark. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4083 NOVELTY 
DOLLS.

LOT. Most of these dolls were made in Germany. 6 1/2" "Mickie" felt doll 
purchased near the Knauff Hotel when owner was traveling. 1945 Salzburg 
Wooden doll with blonde floss hair. Wooden doll with painted brown hair. 
Note with doll: " Uncle Bud brought from WWII" . 3 Pc. German famiy with 
painted cloth faces, metal shoes. Vinyl figure. Pair of Santas and Sana bear 
with wooden heads - tagged BERLING finger puppets (Kathe Kruse) and 
Santa with wooden feet. ALSO - 4" Heidi Ott doll house doll. 5 1/2" Wooden 
Pinocchio, Made in Italy. 6" Yellow Tuck Comb Peg Wooden doll by artist 
Fred Laughton, 5/87', Made for Betty K. (Damage). Condition: as stated. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4084 NOVELTY 
DOLLS.

Pair of BUCHERER dolls, Made in Switzerland. 6 1/2", 7" "Mutt and Jeff". 
Condition: damage on face, hands of each doll. Wool felt jacket missing. Age 
loss on clothing. Comes with an older reprint copy of "Comic Strip Toys" by 
Kenny Harman. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4085 NOVELTY 
DOLLS.

LOT. (2) Pairs of dolls. Pair of 6 1/2" papier mache Googly glass eye dolls 
with socket heads, painted features, strung arms. Both have painted 
clothing, shoes. Girl - has brown eyes. She has a round paper label that 
reads IDEAL. Boy has blue eyes. He is not marked. Condition: paint is worn 
on both. Pair of 8" dolls with composite heads, cloth bodies. They are 
attached to each other. Both dolls have side glance eyes, painted features. 
Clothing appears all orignal. Condition: clothing has age discoloration. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4085A NOVELTY 
DOLLS.

6" All original 323. GERMANY A.11/0M. Googly eye doll. Blue glass sleep 
eyes, closed mouth, replaced red braided mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache 
toddler body with painted blue shoes. Clothing appears factory original. 
Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4086 NOVELTY 
DOLLS.

ORGAN GRINDER DOLL WITH MONKEY. 12 1/2" Vintage unmarked one-of-a-
kind doll with papier mache head, painted features. Black mohair wig, 
eyebrows and mustache. He has his hurdy-gurdy (not in working order) and 
his 4" dressed cloth monkey. Empty box of Junior Pop Corn. Condition: as 
stated. Some age discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4087 WOOD DOLLS - 
JOEL ELLIS.

LOT. This is an original family owned lot. Pair of 12" Joel Ellis dolls. Or should 
we say "PARTS of (2) Joel Ellis dolls". Doll 1) is dressed in a silk French style 
dress. Condition: she is missing her right foot. Age loss on left upper leg. Age 
loss on silk dress. Loss on all painted surfaces. Doll 2) has no clothing. 
Condition: missing left foot, right lower leg, right arm. Loss on all painted 
surfaces. This lot is being sold AS IS but good for parts if nothing else.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4087A
WOOD DOLLS - 
DOOR OF 
HOPE.

8 1/2" "Young Man in Silk" or "School Boy" doll. Painted black hair. He is 
wearing his black silk skull cap. All silk clothing, black silk shoes. Carved 
hands. Condition: fading, age loss on clothing. This doll is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4088 WOOD DOLL - 
SCHOENHUT.

LOT. 14" Model #312 doll. Blue integlio eyes, replaced blonde mohair wig. 
Incised mark on back of torso. Dressed in antique (but not original) clothing 
- cotton dress, petticoat, panties. Factory ORIGINAL white leather Mary Jane 
shoes, socks. Condition: as stated. Face has had paint touch up. BOOKS - 
Guide to "Schoenhut's Dolls, Toys and Circus" (1872-1976), M. Elaine and 
Dan Buser. Original dustcover. "Schoenhut Dolls & Toys", Susan Manos. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4089 WOOD DOLL - 
SCHOENHUT.

LOT. 16" Model #301 doll. Brown integlio eyes, original brown mohair wig. 
Incised mark on back of torso. Dressed in vintage reproduction Schoenhut
/type clothing - cotton jumper, dimity blouse, union suit, socks, pink leather 
Mary Jane shoes. Reproduction pin. Condition: as stated. Tiny cracks on 
face. No repaint visible. Middle section of wig is missing (but easily covered 
up). BOOK - Guide to "Schoenhut's Dolls, Toys and Circus", (1872-1976). 
Condition: rip on front of dust cover. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600

4090 WOOD DOLL - 
SCHOENHUT.

LOT 16" Model # 102 doll. Blue integlio eyes. Carved brown hair with blue 
bow on back of head. Oval Schoenhut decal on back of torso. Dressed in 
newer clothing - cotton print drop waist dress, petticoat, union suit, socks. 
Reproduction Schoenhut pin and black leather Mary Jane shoes. Condition: 
repaint on nose tip. No other repaint observed. Loss of paint/wear in hair 
area. Small cracks on face. BOOK - Guide to "Schoenhut's Dolls, Toys and 
Circus", (1872-1976). This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4091 WOOD DOLL - 
SCHOENHUT.

LOT. 22" Model # 308 doll. Brown integlio eyes, replaced antique brown 
mohair wig. Oval Schoenhut decal on back of torso. Dressed in vintage drop 
waist dress made from antique fabric. Antique petticoat. Reproduction 
Schoenhut pin, ivory leather Mary Jane shoes, socks. Condition: as stated. 
No repaint visible. Fine cracks on face, back of neck. Age discoloration on 
clothing. Book - "Schoenhut Dolls" - A Collector's Encyclopedia, Carol 
Corson. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

600 
1000
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4091A WOOD DOLL - 
SCHOENHUT.

15" Model # 107W doll. Painted blue/gray eyes, pink nostrils, mouth with 
red oval in center. Original tosca mohair wig. Oval Schoenhut decal on back 
of torso. 5 Pc. Nature Baby style body. No original clothing. Condition: 
crazing on face.Some repaint on body, but nothing observed on face. Age 
loss to paint on body. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4092
SCHOENHUT 
CLOTHING, 
RELATED.

LOT of items. (2) Antique Russian suits for 16" dolls. Reproduction union suit 
for 16" doll. 2 Pc. antique lace outfit for 18"-19" doll. (2) 4 3/4" reproduction 
stands. Philadelphia's Factory of Fun souvenir from the Atwater Kent 
Museum. Ephemera - "Doll News", Winter 1988 with major article on 
Schoenhuts. UFDC Schoenhut Exhibit Aug 1990, Washington, DC. 1975 
Reprint of "Forty Years of Toy Making". 1982 Reprint of "Schoenhut Doll". 
(2) Reprints of the A. Schoenhut Catalog 1933. "Schoenhut Dolls & Toys", 
Susan Manos.Reprint of the O. Schoenhut Catalog 1936. Misc. reprints from 
various newsletters issued by the Schoenhut Collectors Club. Autumn 1994 
Newsletter. Misc. items from the Atwater Kent Museum, Philadelphia. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4093 WOOD DOLL(S).

LOT. Pair of dolls. 17" Hand carved German lady doll marked G M . Possibly 
German? Painted features with heavily carved braids. Body is similar to a 
Peg-wooden style with carved clogs. Dressed in European style clothing. She 
comes with a chair and has a red, white and blue woven basket signed AB 
89 Anne Brattan c1981. 12 1/2" Unmarked German child doll with carved 
wooden head, painted features, blonde flax wig. Cloth body with disc 
jointed hips, Fingers are stitched. All original clothing, brown oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: loss on shoes, hat.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4094 WOOD DOLL
/OTHERS.

LOT. This is an original family owned lot. 14" "Dulcy". Wooden shoulder 
head on a vintage cloth body doll. Dressed in all antique clothing: burgundy 
cotton print dress with silk collar. Cotton apron, petticoat, pantaloons. Wool 
petticoat. Velveteen bag. Black oilcloth shoes. Condition: paint loss on eye, 
cracks on back of head. Other dolls - 8 1/2" wax over papier mache with 
black glass eyes, mohair wig, wooden arms, papier mache lower legs. 
Antique clothing. Condition: age loss. 11" Cloth doll with stockinette head, 
glass bead eyes, mohair wig. Dressed in antique clothing. Condition: age 
loss. 13 1/2" Cloth doll with painted features, yarn hair. Dressed in antique 
clothing, cloth shoes. Condition: age discoloration, loss. Also - (3) antique 
quilts. 10" x 11 1/2" (Age loss). 22" x 19" That was made to fit on a bed 
because of shape (age loss). 22" x 22" (Age loss). This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4095 WAX DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls. Wax - 18" 1999 "Lillie" by artist Naomi Laight-Regan. Wax 
shoulder head with blue glass eyes, curly blonde mohair wig. Cloth body 
with poured wax lower arms and legs. Beautifully dressed -: long silk 
christening gown with lace and pin tuck detail. Matching bonnet. (3) Long 
silk petticoats, no panties. Antique bisque doll - 13" C. MADE IN GERMANY 7 
with stationary brown glass eyes, open mouth, blonde mohair wig. Papier 
mache ball jointed body marked (red stamp) GERMANY 0. Dressed in 
antique clothing - long christening gown with eyelet Bertha collar, long 
cotton petticoat, long wool petticoat, pink bonnet. Condition: head is 
cracked. Wig is thin. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4096 WAX DOLL(S)
/PARTS.

LOT. Antique dolls - 14" Wax over papier mache solid dome shoulder head 
doll with black pupiless eyes, painted features and hair. Cloth body with 
papier mache lower arms and legs, painted boots. Antique clothing. 
Condition: damage. 10" Wax solid dome shoulder head doll with brown 
glass eyes. No wig. Cloth body with wax over papier mache lower arms, legs 
with painted boots. Antique factory? clothing. Condition: damage. 8" Wax 
over papier mache solid dome doll with black pupiless eyes, no wig. 5 Pc. 
papier mache body (arms detached). Antique clothing, no shoes. Condition: 
as stated. Age loss, discoloration. Doll needs to be restrung. 6" Wax over 
papier mache solid dome doll with black pupiless eyes, no wig. Cloth body 
with wooden arms and legs. Antique dress. Condition: age loss. 19" Poured 
wax shoulder head doll with blue glass eyes, blonde mohair wig. Hair stuffed 
cloth body with poured wax lower arms and leg (lower leg missing). No 
clothing. Condition: shoulder plate is missing, head is detached. Left hand 
with doll, but off of arm and damaged. Right cloth arm needs to be 
reattached. Provenance: doll belonged to Helen Hill McCalla, grandmother 
of Helen and Lee Goldsborough. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4096A WAX DOLL(S).

19" Unmarked wax over papier mache shoulder head doll. Molded blonde 
curly hair with blue bow. Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth. Cloth body 
with wax over papier mache lower arms and legs with painted gray heeled 
boots. Dressed in vintage blue/apricot taffeta 3 pc. outfit - fitted bodice, 
skirt with ruffled panel in front, purse. Antique cotton teddy, petticoat, 
pantaloons. Condition: shoulder head has been repaired, rewaxed. Age loss 
on shoulder plate, cracks in hair area. Wax chip on right arm. Age 
discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4097
MINIATURES - 
DOLL HOUSE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (6) German dolls. (3) 4 1/2"-4 3/4", (2) men and a woman. All have 
antique clothing. 6" Male with felt clothing, wearing a straw "boater" hat. 6 
1/2" Female wearing newer clothing (right hand missing). 6 3/4" Male 443-3
/0 wearing only felt pants. Body has been wrapped in paper. No other 
clothing. Condition: as stated. Age loss/moth damage on clothing. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4098
MINIATURES - 
DOLL HOUSE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (4) German dolls. (2) Women 5 1/2". Dressed in vintage clothing. (2) 
Men - 6" wearing an antique tuxedo and 6 1/4" wearing a vintage black felt 
suit. Condition: age discoloration, loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4099 BISQUE DOLLS 
- 6" & UNDER

LOT of (3) dolls. Pair of 6" SIMON HALBIG 1160 "Little Women" dolls with 
glass eyes, brown mohair wigs, and are dressed in antique clothing. They 
have cloth bodies, bisque lower arms and legs with painted shoes. Also - 5 1
/4" doll with wooden head, black leather body, wooden lower limbs. 
Vintage clothing. Condition: nothing observed. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4100 BISQUE DOLLS 
- 6" & UNDER

LOT of (3) 6" SIMON & HALBIG 1160 "Little Women" dolls with glass eyes. 
They have cloth bodies, bisque lower arms, legs with painted shoes. All are 
dressed in antique clothing. Condition: (2) Have partial mohair wigs, the 
other does not. Moth damage on wigs. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4100A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

4101 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

9" 30 12 Doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, remnant of a blonde mohair 
wig. 5 Pc. body with painted pink socks, black heeled shoes. Arms marked 
30 12. Legs marked 12. Dressed in antique clothing - silk dress, cotton 
petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: kiln crack on rim edge. Chip on left hip. 3
/8" Hairline on torso behind left arm hole. Wig and silk dress have insect 
damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4102 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

8 1/2" 184 12 Doll with brown sleep eyes, closed mouth, replaced honey 
blonde human hair wig. 5 Pc. body with painted white shirred socks, blue 
bands. Arms and legs marked "12". Brown heeled 2-strap shoes. Dressed in 
antique cotton/ wool petticoat. No other clothing. Condition: as stated. Rub 
on right cheek. Comes with newer petticoat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4103 ALL BISQUE 
BABY DOLLS.

LOT of (3) solid dome German dolls. All have painted blue eyes and hair, 5 
pc. bodies. They are dressed in antique cotton clothing and have bonnets. 4" 
Grace Storey Putnam BYELO baby. Paper label on stomach. 5" Grace Storey 
Putnam BYELO baby. Paper label on stomach. Condition: replaced stringing 
hook in right leg. Both of these dolls have sweaters. 7" 11001 /I baby doll. 
Dressed in long eyelet trimmed gown, petticoat. Condition: doll needs to be 
restrung. Clothing has age discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS. Also - 4 3
/4" x 4 3/4" silk quilt square.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4104 ALL BISQUE 
BABY DOLLS.

LOT of (4) solid dome dolls. (3) German - all have painted blue eyes and hair. 
Dressed in antique cotton clothing and have bonnets. 5" Pink bisque doll is 
wire strung and has a 5 pc. body. Condition: age loss on clothing. 5" BYELO 
baby by artist AJ, has a swivel neck. 6" "14" Germany doll has a swivel head. 
Condition: torso and right foot have been repaired. Discoloration on head. 
Also - 4" JAPAN Black baby with 5 pc.body. No clothing. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com
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4105 ALL BISQUE 
KEWPIE/TYPE.

LOT. Kewpie dolls - 4 1/2" dressed in painted tuxedo jacket with corsage. 
Paper label on soles. Extra pair of Kewpie arms. 8 1/2" Standing Kewpie with 
paper heart label on chest. Condition: neck has been repaired. Arms need 
restringing. 5" Black Kewpie with crepe paper top hat and burgundy silk 
bow. Condition: neck has been repaired. Left arm hook needs to be rebuilt. 
3" Doodle dog incised on bottom Rose O'Neill, (c) in circle. 4" 1963 Lefton 
Kewpie/type holding doll. Kewpie paper doll and Valentine. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4106
ALL BISQUE - 
PAINTED 
CLOTHING.

LOT of (7) dolls with painted eyes. 3 1/2" - 4 1/4". (1) Has a wig, the others, 
painted hair. All but (1) are wire strung, (1) Is an immobile. (2) Are 
characters with 5 pc. bodies. 2 3/4" Jester and 3 1/4" Black Dude. Condition: 
nothing observed.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4107 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS..

LOT of (6) dolls with molded, painted blonde hair, blue eyes. 5 Pc. bodies 
with painted shoes, socks. All are wearing antique/vintage clothing. 6" Girl 
(wire strung), 7" girl (arms need to be restrung), 7 1/2" boy. (3) Dolls with 
painted/molded blue bows in hair. 4 1/2" (needs restringing, right leg repair) 
4 3/4" (neck and left ankle repair). 4 3/4". Condition: as stated. Age loss, 
discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4108 ALL BISQUE 
BABY DOLLS.

LOT of (9) dolls, 2 1/2" - 4". (2) Have stationary glass eyes. (1) Marked 
Germany. (2) Crawlers, 2 1/2" with wig. 3 1/2" With strung arms, painted 
hair, googly eyes, knit cap. Candy baby. German baby with bottle. Baby in 
metal bed. (2) Marked 1980 artist babies. Condition: (1) arm is missing. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4109 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (4) German dolls with sleep eyes, mohair wigs, 5 pc. bodies, painted 
shoes, socks. Antique/vintage clothing. (2) 6" - P610/I Has kiln cracks on rim 
edge 83/100 With braided loops. (2) 6 1/4" - 607/0. P 607/0 With blonde 
hair. Condition: mold imperfection on mold edge. Cheek rubs. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4110 ALL BISQUE 
DOLLS.

LOT of (4) dolls with glass eyes, mohair wigs, closed mouths, painted shoes
/socks. They are wearing antique clothing. 4 1/2" Googly doll with sleep 
eyes, brown wig. 5 Pc. body. Condition: chip on right hip. Stringing hook 
missing on right leg. Doll needs restringing. 4 1/2" Doll with sleep eyes, 
blonde wig. 4 1/2" Doll with stationary eyes, brown wig. 7" Doll with 
stationary eyes, blonde wig. Swivel neck. She has painted black boots. (This 
peg strung doll needs restringing). Condition: as stated. Wigs may have 
insect damage. Clothing has age discoloration, loss. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4111
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT. These are original family owned items. Pair of blonde shoulder head 
dolls with closed mouths. 10" 1052? Doll with stationary glass eyes, cloth 
body, bisque lower arms, legs with painted boots. Comes with additional 
antique clothing - (4) dresses, petticoat pantaloons, teddy. Condition: head 
is cracked. Left ankle repaired. Finger chips on hands. 12" "Kate 
Greenaway". Unmarked Low brow style doll with painted features. Vintage. 
cloth body, newer white leather arms, individual fingers. She comes with a 
wardrobe - (2) dresses, straw bonnet, wool cape/hat, (2) petticoats, (2) 
pantaloons, night gown with night bonnet, shawl, brown lace socks, black 
oilcloth shoes. Condition: as stated. Kiln speck on forehead otherwise, 
nothing observed on bisque. Also - 7" Antique printed Palmer Cox Brownie 
figure. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4112
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT. These are original family owned items. 13" SIMON & HALBIG K * R 34 
doll with stationary brown eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, blonde curly 
mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Comes with small wardrobe of 
assembled clothing - corduroy dress with separate matching hood. (1) 2 pc. 
outfit with bonnet, (3) pc. outfit with bonnet, 3 Pc. outfit. Dress with jacket. 
Petticoat, panties, socks, oilcloth shoes. Condition: head is cracked on back. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4113
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT. These are original family owned items. 11 1/2" "Ramona". DUCHESS 
GERMANY A.M. 4/0 doll. Provenance - "Named for the lady who gave her to 
me.........Darling. Belonged to Mrs. Edwin T. Ward, bought about 1905 and 
dressed by her mother Laura B Duryea". Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
curly blonde mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Comes with extra 
clothing - (3) dresses, sweater, teddy, petticoat, pantaloons, black silk satin 
coat, decorated hat, socks, leather "0" shoes. Condition: tiny kiln 
imperfection at the right corner of her mouth. Paint loss on back of left leg. 
Both lower arm sections have been reglued. Age discoloration, loss on 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4114
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

18" S H 1039 9 DEP red stamp WIMPERN (second word illegible) doll. Brown 
sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, curly blonde mohair wig. Papier 
mache jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing: dress, teddy, 
(2) petticoats, pantaloons, socks. White oilcloth shoes. Condition: nothing 
observed on bisque. Finger repair on right hand. Paint missing on palm of 
left hand.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4115
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

17" 189 - 8 GERMANY doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
pale blonde English mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in 
antique white cotton clothing: dotted Swiss dress with Bertha collar, teddy, 
petticoat, pantaloons. Pin on dress reads "Medora". Decorated straw hat. 
Newer black leather boots, socks. Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. 
Flake on right ear hole. Wig pulls. Both hands have had paint touchup.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4116
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT. These are original family owned items. 17" C 1/2 MADE IN GERMANY 7 
1/2 152 doll. Brown sleep eyes, open mouth, brown braided human hair 
wig. Papier mache ball jointd body is marked (red stamp) GERMANY 1 1/2. 
Condition: hairline over bridge of nose to left eyebrow. Flake/chip on neck 
socket. She comes with a wardrobe - coat, (2) coats w/bonnets. Knit cape 
and vest. Hooded cape. Pinafore. Straw hat. Pink gingham sun bonnet. (3) 
Cotton dresses. Wool jacket dress. (3) Petticoats, pantaloons, 1 pc. under 
garment, nightgown, long wool booties/leggings. Socks, oilcloth shoes. 
Brush and combs. Condition: some age discoloration, loss on clothing. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4117
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

15" DEP German head on a French papier mache walking body doll. Blue 
sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, newer henna mohair wig. Dressed in 
antique cotton clothing - blue print drop waist dress, petticoat, pantaloons. 
Newer black leather boots. Condition: mold/kiln imperfection on rim edge 
otherwise, nothing observe on bisque. Paint touchup on left hand.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4118
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT. 11" 1009 HALBIG GERMANY S & H 3 1/2 doll with stationary blue eyes, 
open mouth, pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. 
Dressed in antique white cotton: dress, petticoat, pantaloons, floral bonnet. 
Black oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: wig pull otherwise, nothing observed 
on bisque. Age discoloration/loss on body paint. Both shoe soles missing. 
Also - (2) books - "Our Family" with picture of flag and reference to 
Germany. "Our Child". Both of these books are in OB and have never been 
written in.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4119
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

BELTON. 11" H 1000 0 X doll with stationary brown eyes, closed mouth, 
brown mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique/vintage 
apricot silk coat, coordinating straw hat. Antique cotton dress, pantaloons, 
lace socks. Black oilcloth shoes. Condition: mold imperfection (pimple in 
bisque) lower right cheek. Black kiln specks. Doll has (2) LEFT lower arms. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4120
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

BELTON. 15" "8" Doll with stationary blue paper weight eyes, closed mouth 
with space between lips. Pierced ears, newer brown mohair wig. Papier 
mache jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in antique white cotton 
clothing - dress, petticoat, teddy, pantaloons, white leather shoes. Newer 
socks. She also comes with a wonderful printed hanky showing children in 
different activities. Condition: line behind right ear is a mold imperfection, 
NOT a hairline. Kiln speck. Otherwise, nothing else observed. Hands have 
some paint wear.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4121
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (18) uncut "Lettie Lane" paper doll sheets by Sheila Young. (6) The 
Lettie Lane Paper Doll Family sheets. (6) Lettie Lane's Around-The-World 
Party sheets. (3) Lettie Lane Introduces Betty Bonnet sheets. (2) Lettie Lane 
Comes Home For Christmas sheets. Lettie Lane's Most Beautiful Doll sheet. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4122
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (10) uncut "Dolly Dingle" paper doll sheets by Grace G. Drayton. 
Misc. titles inc. - Makes a Dress and Darns Socks, Baby Brother Dickie, Neddy 
and The Story of Artie/Baldie, Her Cousin, Weekend Guest Virginia, How to 
Keep Well, Fairy Tales, Queen of The May, War-Time Christmas Greetings, 
Celebrates Her Christmas in True War-Time Style. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4123
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (14) uncut "Betty Bonnet" paper doll sheets. Misc. titles inc. - Rainy 
Day Party, (3) Sister's Son, (2) May Basket, Christmas Party, (2) New Year's 
Callers, (2) Camp-Fire Cousins, Twin Cousins, Country Cousins, College 
Cousins. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4124
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (24) uncut 1926-1932 "Dolly Dingle" paper doll sheets by Grace G. 
Drayton. Misc. titles inc. - (8) A Page for The Kiddies. Halloween, Cousin 
Carol, Friend Douglas, (2) At The Party, Little Friends Joan/Jack with Their 
Pets, Sweetheart, World Flight-Germany, World Flight-Holland, World Flight-
England, (2) World Flight-France, Friend Sunny, Nephew. Also - 1928 
Woman's World Christmas Offer. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4125
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (18) uncut 1915-1920 "Polly Pratt" paper doll sheets by Sheila Young. 
Misc. titles inc. - Friends at School, Had a Valentine, Every Girl Should Have 
one, Wanted a Baby Brother, Nurse Came to Help His Mother, Goes to a 
Vacation Camp, Meets John/Janey Taylor, Gave a May Day Party, Betty 
Brown Rode Over on Her Pony, Sister Peggy, Brother Peter, Fourth of July 
Picnic, Visits Friends at the Seashore, Gives a Fancy Dress Party, Little 
Country Cousin, Goes to Grandma's for Thanksgiving, Christmas Caller, 
Neighbors Come to Play, Pretty School Teacher. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4126
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (13) uncut 1923-1926 McCalls Magazine paper dolls sheets by 
Nandor Honti. Misc. titles inc. - (2) A Boudoir doll, Betty Goes Christmas 
Shopping, (2) The Twins Make a New Year Call, (3) Sister Nell Goes to a 
Party, Two Jolly Playmates Romp in the Park, Baby McCall Goes for a Ride, 
(2) Mrs. McCall and Little Betty, Master McCall and Sister Nell. Also - 1924 
The Living Room of Sunshine Cottage by Berta and Elmer Hader. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4127
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (10) uncut paper dolls sheets with misc. nursery/type themes. Simple 
Simon Has His Day & Little Bo-Peep and the Dutch Uncle both illustrated by 
Gertrude Kay. Johnny Funny Bunny and The Tadpole Baby & The Woodland 
School both by Harrison Cady. Trips to Mother Goose Land by Henry Anson 
Hart. The Nursery Playhouse III - The Old Woman and Her Pig by Freerick 
Richardson. Alice in Wonderland by Helen Pettes and Julia Greene. Billy and 
Kitty Kat Spend a Day at the Shore. Unnamed Mouse Family. 1920 Robinson 
Crusoe. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4128
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (17) uncut paper doll sheets with misc. titles. (4) 1934 Polly and Peter 
Perkins by Gertrude Kay. 1920 Mr. Fish and Mrs. Crab, Barbara Hale. The 
Gimmicks Chummy Chuggle and Santy's S'prise Tree, Lou Rogers. 1922 The 
Scotch Twins, The Cave Twins, The Puritan Twins, The Japanese Twins, all by 
Jessie Louie Taylor. The Dutch Twins and The Storks by Lucy Fitch Perkins. 
The 1925 Nipper Series - Takes His Camera to the Circus, Goes Snap-
Shooting in India, In Italy, Goes Snap Shooting in Australia, all by Norman 
Jacobsen. 1919 Little Folks' Play Friends- The Baby Tank Corps and Ensign 
Miles of the Marines/Little Red Cross Girl by Henry Anson Hart. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4129
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (10) uncut paper doll/building sheets with misc. titles. (4) 1923 
McCalls Building sheets - (2) Dappleton Farm, The Farm's Hennery and 
Windmill, Where the Animals Live at Dappleton Farm all by Mel Cummins. 
1925 Fun at the Amusement Park by Kathryn Pallesen. 1919 Delineator - 
Help The Delineator Rebuild This Town (2) sheets, The Children's Theater. 
Our Third Movie Doll by Marguerite Clark and Our Tenth Movie Doll by 
Pauline Frederick. 1919 Soldiers of Three Wars and Their Lasses. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4130
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT of (15) uncut paper doll sheets with misc. titles. (5) 1934 Dottie Darling - 
Sister Susie Goes Back to School, Brother Bobbie Dresses as Santa Claus, Boy 
Friend - Huskie Horace, Friend Merry Mary- and her gamboling lamb, Friend 
Flora McFlimsy all by Corinne Pauli Waterall. (2) 1926 Peggy Pryde - Little 
Brother Peter and Her Playmates. (2) 1925 The Betty Bobbs Family - (2) 
Introducing Betty Bobbs Herself by Orpha Klinker. 1923 The Fifth of the 
Little Busy Bodies - Puggy Pam by Frances Tipton Hunter. 1919 A Dear Little 
French Orphan Who Wants a Mother. 1918 Peggy Perkins, Your New 
Playmate by Helen A. Haselton. Flossie Fisher's Funnies by Helene Nyce. 
1914 Donald and Dorothy - Our Jointed Paper Dolls by Carolyn Chester. 
1913 Margaret's Little Brother, Bobby Butterick, Children by Ella Dolbear 
Lee. Also - (6) cut pages - The Kewpie Kutouts by Rose O'Neill. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4130A
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
PAPER DOLLS.

LOT. (7) Uncut "Lettie Lane" paper dolls sheets by Sheila Young. Titles inc. 
Billy Bonnet. (4) Around-The-World-Party of different countries. (2) 
Different Paper Family. The reverse side of one has another paper doll - The 
Smart Girls Outing Clohes by Augusta Reimer. Also, The Doll That Has Come 
to Life. Condition: age loss on some of these pages. (2) 1939 C. Moss lithos 
by Mabel Rollins Harris . Newsprint ad: Grand Holiday Sale, Thompson's Doll 
Emporium, New Milford, Conn. Book - "My Dolly" E. P, Dutton & Co, New 
York. Condition: the last two items have age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4131

GERMAN 
BISQUE BABY 
DOLL/CHINA 
DOLL.

LOT. Bisque character baby doll - 14" MADE IN GERMANY ARMAND 
MARSEILLE 560a A.4.M. D.R.M. R 232. 1 doll. Stationary blue eyes, open 
mouth, synthetic wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in 
antique white cotton dress with lace detail. Crocheted bonnet. Newer 1 pc. 
under garment, shoes, socks. Condition: kiln dust. Cheek rub. Body has been 
repainted. China doll - 9 1/2" with blue eyes, molded black side curls and 
bun on back by artist RS 07' (Rosemarie Snyder). Very attractively dressed in 
reproduction period costume. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200
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4132

GERMAN 
BISQUE BABY 
DOLL/CHINA 
DOLL.

LOT. Bisque baby doll - 16" L 12 1/2" cir Solid dome GERMANY 341./4.K A.M. 
"Dream" baby. Blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. 
papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in antique long pink tafetta coat 
with lace trimmed collar; matching bonnet. Long white cotton christening 
gown, petticoat. Condition: black kiln dust otherwise, nothng observed on 
bisque. Finger tips missing on right hand. China doll - 14" unmarked 1870's-
80's antique doll with black center part hair, blue eyes, rosey cheeks. Cloth 
body is marked "2" and hair stuffed. She has brown leather arms, separate 
fingers. Red boots are part of the body. Dressed in dress, petticoat, 
pantaloons. Condition: nothing observed on china. Body has some age loss, 
especially the boots. Also - Child's antique caramel leather 3-strap boots 
with toe ornament. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4133
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT of (3) shoulder head dolls. All of them have open mouths, leather 
gusseted bodies, bisque lower arms. Doll 1) 13" DARLING 12/0 doll with 
stationary brown eyes, synthetic wig. Newer clothing, no shoes. Condition: 
nothing observed on bisque. Newer leather arms. Body/torso has been 
recovered. Doll 2) 14" "Dolores" 6 147 doll with brown sleep eyes, honey 
blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Dressed in vintage floral rayon dress. 
Antique cotton teddy, petticoat, pantaloons, lace socks, black oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: wig pull otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Repair on left 
thumb. Age loss on body in left knee area. Doll 3) 16" G MADE IN GERMANY 
turned head doll. Brown sleep eyes, blonde mohair wig. Dressed in antique 
camel wool and pink silk satin clothing - fitted jacket, skirt, matching hat. 
Corset, teddy, (2) petticoats, pantaloons, socks, black oilcloth shoes. 
Condition: shoulder plate is chipped on right shoulder and (2) cracks from 
that point toward head. Wool skirt/hat have moth damage. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4134
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT of (3) original family owned dolls. Three sisters of the same family with 
blue sleep eyes, open mouths, blonde mohair wigs, papier mache jointed 
bodies. Doll 1) "Irene". 14" C MADE IN GERMANY 7. Body is marked (red 
stamp) GERMANY 0 1/2. She comes with a plaster pate. Antique clothing - 
white cotton dress with insertion lace, pin tuck detail. Teddy, petticoat, 
pantaloons wool petticoat, Vintage shoes, socks. Provenance: My first good 
doll, named for cousin Irene Laing in Windsor. Condition: nothing observed 
on bisque. Age loss, discoloration on clothing. Doll 2) 12" A. MADE I 
GERMANY 5. 143. Body is marked (red stamp) GERMANY 2/0. She has a 
plaster pate. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - dotted Swiss dress, slip, 
panties, bonnet, socks. Vintage "1" German shoes. Condition: chip on socket 
hole. Red firing line under left side of cheek is NOT a crack. Repairs on right 
hand. Age loss on slip. Doll 3) 7" MADE IN GERMANY 143. Blue sleep eyes. 1 
Pc. arms but fully jointed legs. Dressed in antique dotted Swiss dress, long 
petticoat, wool booties/bonnet. Vintage flannel bathrobe. Provenance: My 
baby "Grace", one of my first dolls named for Grace Sutphen Schmidt. 
Condition: hairline crack over left eye from rim edge. Doll needs to be 
restrung. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4135
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

LOT. These items are original family owned. 27" Unmarked shoulder head 
doll with molded blonde curly hair, blue eyes, closed mouth. She has a cloth 
body with white leather lower arms, individual fingers. Doll comes with a 
wardrobe of antique clothing. Dimity floral dress with velvet silk ribbon and 
lace trims. Cotton petticoat, teddy, silk trimmed pantaloons. Calico dress, 
petticoat. Black wool outfit: fitted jacket with lace trimmed silk sleeves, long 
skirt with silk front panel. Black silk satin/moire outfit: fitted bodice with lace
/sequin trims. Long skirt. Black/white velvet belt. Black silk petticoat. Ivory 
silk shawl. Silk printed taffeta shawl. Both shawls have silk fringe. Pair of 
black wool boots. Beaded black bag. (1) Black leather slip-on shoe. 
Provenance: "Jessie" Heirloom of the Tyacke Family. "Jessie" 1880 owned by 
Mrs. Wm. Tyacke who received it when she was 4 years old. Condition of 
doll: cracks on shoulder plate, repair. Condition of wardrobe: as stated. Age 
loss, discoloration on cotton clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500
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4136
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

12" HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 320-8/0 GERMANY character doll. Blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, pierced nostrils, blonde braided mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier 
mache toddler body. Vintage print dress, no underwear, lace socks, black 
oilcloth shoes. Condition: wig pulls on rim edge. Eyelids have been repainted.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4137
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

17" 1299 SIMON & HALBIG S & H 7 character doll. Blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, prominent cheek dimples and chin dimple. Brown 
French human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red stamp) 
GERMANY 1 1/2. Antique clothing - cotton print dress, petticoat, 1 pc. 
undergarment, socks and brown leather sandals. Condition: cheek/nose 
rubs. Kiln crack over right ear. Torso has had some repair, repaint.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4138
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have brown sleep eyes, open mouths. 21" C M 
BERGMAN SIMON & HALBIG 8 1/2 with pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. 
Papier mache 6-ball jointed body is marked (red stamp) GERMANY 3. 
Dressed in antique - pale blue dress with tiered skirt, pin tuck/lace detail. 
Petticoat, teddy, pantaloons, socks and brown leather 3 1/4 Keystone boots. 
Condition: wig pulls. Kiln crack over each ear. Wear on left hand. The two 
lower arm sections do not match each other. Wig is thin. Age loss on socks, 
boots. She comes with her 9" "Lori" GERMANY 232 2/0 solid dome character 
baby doll. Painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache baby body. Dressed in 
vintage crocheted wool sweater dress, bonnet and matching booties. 
Condition: tiny rub on each side of head otherwise, nothing observed on 
bisque. Body has been repainted. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4139
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

16" "7" Doll with blue sleep eyes, round face with open mouth, (2) square 
teeth, brown mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. 
lower arms. Antique clothng - tulle over pale pink cotton dress with fancy 
front panel. Silk lined, decorated straw bonnet. Petticoat, panties, oilcloth 
shoes. Newer socks. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Left eye lid 
missing small amount of paint. Age discoloration on underwear.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
800

4140
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

Pair of dolls with blue sleep eyes, open mouths, blonde mohair wigs. Doll 1) 
17" 79 10 GERMANY with pierced ears, papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in newer dress, petticoat, (1) shoe. Antique pantaloons, socks. 
Condition: chip on back of head near rim edge. Kiln crack over right ear. 
Rubs on nose, cheeks. Repair on right hand; repaint on both hands. Wig is 
thin.Shoe has age loss. Doll 2) 18" 28 139 )5/0( Shoulder head doll, Leather 
pin jointed body (illegible blue stamp) with celluoid lower arms. Dressed in 
very nice antique white cotton clothing - dress with lace Bertha collar, 
teddy, petticoat, pantaloons. Black socks, oilcloth shoes. Condition: black 
kiln specks, otherwise nothing observed on bisque. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4140A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.
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4141
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

24" Unmarked solid dome turned shoulder head doll with stationary blue 
eyes, closed mouth, blonde mohair wig. Cloth body with bisque lower arms, 
legs. Antique clothing - 2 pc. green cotton print period outfit over green 
petticoat, white pantaloons. No shoes or socks. Condition: shoulder head is 
cracked. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4142

ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING.

LOT of (35) antique doll petticoats, cotton and wool. 4"- 21" L. Condition: 
age discoloration, some loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4143

ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING.

LOT of (21) antique/vintage doll pantaloons. Cotton. 7"-15 1//2". (1) Teddy. 
Condition: age discoloration, some loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4144

ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING.

LOT of (5) antique white cotton baby and (1) baby doll dresses. All have 
either lace, smocking, eyelet detail. Condition: age discoloration, some loss. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

50 
200

4145

ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING.

LOT of (17) antique cotton doll dresses, (1) Print, the others white. 4 1/2" - 
15". Condition: age discoloration, some loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4146

ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING.

LOT of antique children's clothing. White cotton - (3) dresses, faille coat. (3) 
Other cotton dresses - peach, polka dot and smocked pink/white check. All 
but coat have either lace, eyelet, tucking detail. Condition: age 
discoloration, some loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4147
ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL 
CLOTHING.

LOT of doll clothing. Antique - 4 pc. boy's outfit. (2) Wool skirts 12"-14". 14" 
Velvet dress. 9" Brown coat. Wool flannel hooded cape. 11 1/2" Floral print 
skirt. (3) Cotton print dresses. 14 1/2" Russian style dress. Lace trimmed 
bodice. Vintage reproduction - 3 pc. teal silk outfit for 24" doll. Also has a 
black velveteen bag. Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4148

ANTIQUE & 
VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING, 
ACCESSORIES..

LOT. (3) Full slips, cotton, to go under christening gowns and other clothing. 
Condition: age discoloration. ALSO - pair of antique child's parasols with 
cotton print covers. 25", 27" L. Condition: age discoloration. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4149 VINTAGE DOLL 
ACCESSORIES.

LOT. (34) Prs. of ivory OSS oilcloth doll shoes 2 1/8", 2 3/8". (2) Prs. cotton 
socks. Condition: age discoloration, some loss possible. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4150 COMPOSITION 
DOLL(S).

LOT. 9" All original EFFANBEE "Patsyette" doll with painted brown side 
glance eyes, red hair. 3 Pc. pale blue organdy outfit with original EFFanBEE 
Member Patsy Doll club pin. Pale blue oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Comes 
with (2) extra cotton print rompers and a print hat. Condition: minor paint 
wear in hair area. Also - book "Patsy Doll Family Encyclopedia", Vol 1, 
Patricia N Schoonmaker.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4150A COMPOSITION 
DOLL(S).

9" ALL original EFFANBEE "Patsyette" doll with painted brown side glance 
eyes, red hair. 2 Pc. blue/white polka dot outfit with original paper hang tag, 
brass heart bracelet. Teal oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Condition: light 
crazing. Minor paint loss.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4151 COMPOSITION 
DOLL(S).

21" All original family owned Black HORSMAN Baby doll. Brown sleep eyes, 
closed mouth, black mohair wig. Composition lower arms and legs, ivory 
cloth body. Dressed in original clothing - organdy dress, matching bonnet. 
Petticoat, panties, oilcloth shoes. Condition: light crazing.on body, right leg, 
corner of each eye. Glue on face. Age discoloration on clothing, age loss on 
shoes. This doll has a very pretty face.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4152 COMPOSITION 
DOLL(S).

15" All original EFFANBEE "Historical Doll" - 1740 Benjamin Franklin's 
Influence. Painted blue eyes, closed mouth, brown human hair wig. Green 
cotton period dress over white petticoat, pantaloons. Black oilcloth shoes. 
Brass heart bracelet. Comes with original 1939 booklet - "Romance of 
American Fashions" told by Effanbee Historical Dolls. Condition: light 
crazing. None of the fingers are damaged.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4153 COMPOSITION 
DOLLS(S).

Pair of 14" original family owned dolls. Tagged MADAME ALEXANDER 1940's 
all original "Bridesmaid"? with Wendy Ann face. Brown sleep eyes, brown 
mohair wig. Pale blue gown, panties, ivory oilcloth shoes. Tagged R & B 
"Nancy Lee" Bride with blue sleep eyes, blonde mohair wig. Dressed in 
original gown, tulle veil with "orange blossoms", bouquet, petticoat/panties, 
ivory oilcloth shoes. Hang tag. Condition: light crazing on both. Clothing on 
both have age loss, especially on the R & B (veil). This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4154 COMPOSITION 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (3) original family owned dolls. They all have sleep eyes, open 
mouths, mohair wigs. They are wearing original clothing, oilcloth shoes. Doll 
1) Hang tag 20" R & B "Nancy" doll with brown eyes and hair. Dressed in
blue taffeta/organdy gown, straw bonnet, silver shoes. Doll 2) Hang tag 18"
HORSMAN doll with brown eyes, honey blonde braided hair. Cotton print
dress, organdy pinafore, ivory shoes. Doll 3) 19" Unmarked doll with blue
eyes, strawberry blonde braided hair. Cotton dress, pinafore, ivory shoes.
Condition: very minor crazing if any. Wigs are in beautiful unplayed
condition. Dolls all have good coloring. Clothing may have some age
discoloration. This is a very nice lot.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4155 1940'S - 1960'S 
DOLLS.

LOT of 8" BETSY MCCALL. Dolls - (3) dressed in original outfits, shoes. 
Brunette with center part, bangs. Dressed in (Ballerina) green chiffon dress, 
panties, pink satin shoes. Honey blonde with center part, bangs. Dressed in 
(On The Ice) plaid flannel skirt, black felt bodice. Matching hat. White 
blouse, ivory oilcloth ice skates. (Split crotch). Honey blonde with horizontal 
part, bangs. Dressed in (Co-Ed) pleated white skirt with red polka dot 
bodice. Blue felt jacket, matching hat. Red vinyl shoes. No panties. Comes 
with additional clothing: yellow corduroy coat/hat, straw hat. Shoes - black, 
white vinyl and sandals. (2) OSS honey blonde wigs. Booklet - 1958 
American Character "The Story of the new Betsy McCall and her fabulous 
fashions". Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4156 1940's - 1960's 
DOLLS.

LOT of BETSY McCALL. Dolls - (3) dressed in original outfits, shoes. Honey 
blonde with horizontal part, bangs. Dressed in ((Birthday Party?) pink 
flocked dress, petticoat, panties, white vinyl shoes. Honey blonde with 
center part, bangs. Dressed in (On-The-Ice) red jersey top, white wool felt 
skirt with black patent cummerbund. Matching felt hat, red underpants, 
ivory ice skates. Honey blonde with center part, bangs. Dressed in (Co-Ed) 
red jumper with (4) brass studs, blue/white striped romper, red vinyl shoes. 
Comes with extra (Co-Ed) outfit - white pleated skirt, red polka dot bodice, 
blue felt jacket and hat. Shoes - MIP Premier black vinyl. Loose shoes - many 
single vinyl. (2) OSS honey blonde wigs. Book - "Betsy McCall, A Collector's 
Guide", Marci Van Ausdall. Condition: as stated. NO split crocth seams. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4157 1940's - 1960's 
DOLLS.

LOT of VOGUE "Ginny" . (3) Dolls - (2) in original Ginny boxes (not 
necessarily original to the dolls). Doll 1) MLW in OB. Brunette #6102 
Undressed Walking Doll, Bangs, BR. Nice coloring, uncombed hair. Paper 
wrist tag. Booklet - "Hi...I'm Ginny", 1956 and (2) Instructions for Walking 
Ginny sheets. Cardboard "Lift Me Out Here" in box. Doll 2) In an original box 
- PL strung doll with red curly fur wig. Nice coloring. Dressed in original
tagged 1952-53 3 pc. outfit, black center snap shoes, socks. Doll 3) No box.
PL strung doll with short brown hair. Nice coloring . Dressed in original
cowboy outfit with felt hat, green oilcloth center snap shoes. Condition: age
loss on clothing. Extra clothing - tagged 1957- mid 60's terry robe. Tagged
1954-56 dress. Panties, logo head band, (2) prs. vinyl shoes. Extra paper
wrist tag. Paper box end pc. Books - (3) copies of "That Doll Ginny", Jeanne
D. Niswonger. "The Ginny Doll Encyclopedia", Roberts/Bunker. Condition; as
stated. Boxes have age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4158 1940's - 1960's 
DOLLS.

LOT of VOGUE "Ginny". Pair of dolls in original Ginny boxes (not necessarily 
to the dolls). Both dolls have painted lashes and are strung. Doll 1) blue 
eyes, red flip hair with nice cheek coloring. Dressed in tagged 1952-53 dress 
with matching panties. Ivory center snap shoes, socks. Doll 2) brown eyes, 
blonde flip hair, pale cheek coloring. Dressed in tagged 1940's dress with 
matching panties, red center snap shoes, socks. This box has the "Lift me 
out Here" cardboard insert and Instructions for Walking doll Ginny sheet. 
Also - comes with Ginny clothing box and (2) original decorated straw hats 
and a tagged West German pup that is similar to Ginny's original Steiff pup. 
Books - (2) Copies of "That Doll, Ginny", Jeanne D. Niswonger and Collector's 
Encyclopedia of "Vogue Dolls", Izen/Stover. Condition: as stated. Age loss on 
clothing, boxes. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4159 SASHA.

MINT in tube 1999 #99 09019 "Annett" brunette doll. Made in Germany. 
She has her wrist tag and is wearing brown corduroy playsuit, white blouse, 
white leather sandals. Comes with red felt hooded coat. (2) Booklets. GOTZ.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4160
NATIVE 
AMERICAN
/OTHER DOLLS.

LOT of (7) dolls. (3) Navajo dolls - 8 1/2", 13", 14 1/2". 10 1/2" Woman with 
Papoose signed Risharard and Bardina,Crowe, Cherokee, NC. 5" (Sitting) 
Pottery Pueblo Storyteller (teacher with children) from Arizona or New 
Mexico. Signed Maria P. Romeso. 6 1/2" Unmarked Woman stirring pot. 8" 
Beaded indigenous woman with basket on head.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4160A TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS Please read our Terms and Conditions as they have been recently updated.

4161
NATIVE 
AMERICAN 
DOLLS.

12" MADE IN GERMANY A.M. antique bisque head character doll. Stationary 
brown eyes, open mouth, black mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache body with 
molded shoes. Dressed in all original clothing. Condition: nothing observed 
on bisque. Right ankle is cracked. Repair, repaint on right hand. Wear on 
paper head dress. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4162 WPA DOLLS.

Pair of dolls representing "Norway". 11 1/2" Female, 12" male dolls with 
papier mache heads, cloth bodies. Wooden base is marked 6051 NORWAY 
W P A, WICHITA. He is holding the Norwegian flag. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration on clothing. Dolls are in a see-through wooden case 16" T x 
10" W x 5 1/2" D. This lot is being sold AS IS. (WPA - 1935-1943).

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4163 WPA DOLLS.

Pair of dolls representing "Portugal". 11 1/2" Female, 12" male dolls with 
papier mache heads, cloth bodies. Wooden base is marked 6051 PORTUGAL 
W P A, WICHITA. He is holding the Portugese flag. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration on clothing. Dolls are in a see-through wooden case 14 1/2" T 
x 10" W x 5 1/2" D. This lot is being sold AS IS. (WPA - 1935-1943).

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4164 WPA DOLLS.

LOT. (2) Pairs of dolls. Set 1) Pair of dolls marked "Hughenot" 1690. 11" 
Female, 12" male dolls with papier mache heads, cloth bodies. Wooden 
base is marked 6051 Hughenot 1690 W P A, WICHITA. Set 2) Pair of dolls - 
11" Female, 11 1/2" male with papier mache heads, cloth bodies. Wooden 
base is marked 7371 1855 W P A , WICHITA. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration on clothing. Both sets of dolls are in a wooden see-through 
case 16 1/2" T x 13" W x 8" D. This lot is being sold AS IS. (WPA - 1935-1943).

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4165 NOVELTIES.

LOT. (4) Maked German items. 7" Papier mache Easter egg with 5" celluloid 
doll inside. Doll is wearing a cotton bunny outfit. You put (2) fingers through 
back on doll, insert them into the lower body holes and and place doll's feet 
on your fingers to make her walk. (Age discoloration.) 7" Papier mache 
rabbitt candy container. (Age loss, discoloration.) 7" Easter duck candy 
container with cotton flannel body, clothing. (Age discoloration.) Both candy 
containers have glass eyes. ALSO - 8" L Fisher Price No. 5 wooden rabbit 
pulling cardboard cart for holding candy. (Age loss.) Condition: as stated. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4166 NOVELTIES.

LOT. Set of (5) 6 1/2" al bisque dolls with molded, painted bows in hair and 
clothing. Strung arms only, Made in Japan. Original box bottoms only. 
Condition: arms need restringing. Paint loss. Boxes have age loss. ALSO - 
1935 copy of "The Pictorial Story of The DIONNE QUINTUPLETS". This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4167 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT of vintage/antique minis/dolls. Minis - glassware, woodenware, 
metalware, food stuffs, flowers. Animals inc. celluloid, metal, glass and 
German. Cleaning supplies/ironing board. Bookcase, birdcage, baby in high 
chair. Linens, telephones, toys. Cast iron KILGORE items. Dolls - Carl Horn, 
Flagg, German vinyl, Russian. Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4168 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT of (29) antique dolls. All bisque, painted bisque, stone bisque. Babies, 
children representing other countries, Amish children, Betty Boop type, 
NASB type. 2" - 5 1/2". Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300
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4169 MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT of vintage/antique furniture in an original TOOTSIETOY Furniture and 
Accessories box. Marked Tootsie Toy furniture and unmarked pcs. of metal 
furniture. Piano, tables, beds, sideboards, corner cabinets, chairs, bureaus, 
lamps, tea carts, coffee table, "upholstered furniture", sofas, etc. Condition: 
age loss and paint loss on some pcs. This lot is being sold AS IS. (Original 
price on bottom of box $1.00.)

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4170 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (6) dressed dolls. (4) Have stationary glass eyes, (2) have painted 
eyes. All have closed mouths, mohair wigs, painted shoes. ((4) Have painted 
stockings. (1) Has painted blue garters, (1) has painted pale blue legs. The 
doll dressed in pink has a swivel neck and is an early Simon & Halbig. They 
are wire strung and peg strung. 4" - 4 3/4". Condition: nothing observed but 
this lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4171 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (8) dressed dolls. All of them have stationary glass eyes, wigs (mostly 
mohair, but also human hair), closed mouths, painted shoes/stockings. (3) 
Of the dolls have swivel necks - the purple dress, ivory all lace dress and doll 
with red hat and apron. (1) Doll is holding her baby. Wire and peg strung. 3 1
/4" - 4". Condition: nothing observed but this lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4172 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (8) dolls. (2) Have stationary glass eyes, (6) have painted eyes. (1) Has 
painted blonde hair, (6) have mohair wigs, (1) has no wig. All of them have 
closed mouths, painted shoes. All but (1) doll have painted socks. (2) Have 
stiff legs, (6) have 5 pc. bodies. The boy in the sailor suit has a swivel neck. 
All are fully dressed except for the boy with no wig. Wire and peg strung. 2 1
/4" - 4". Condition: as stated. Nothing else observed, but this lot is being 
sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4173 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (8 dressed dolls. (1) Has stationary glass eyes, (7) have painted eyes. 
All of them have mohair wigs, painted shoes/boots. (6) Have painted socks. 
(1) Has an open/closed mouth, (7) have closed mouths. The doll in the gold 
dress has a swivel neck and is marked 310 2/0. (and may be a Kestner). They 
are strung, peg and wire strung. 3 1/4" - 4". Condition: nothing observed but 
this lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4174 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (6) dressed dolls. All of them have sleep eyes, mohair wigs. 4" 833/0 
Character baby with open/closed mouth, 5 pc. bent limb baby body. 4 1/4" 
208 0 / 1/2 Doll has no clothing (chips on left hip, right arm torso area). 
Closed mouth. 4" 208 0 / 1/2 Doll in original box has a closed mouth. 4 1/2" 
Doll 6248 2/0 has a closed mouth, painted orange boots. 5" 3/0 Doll has a 
swivel neck, painted black stockings, coral heeled shoes with blue bow. 5 1
/2" Doll MADE IN GERMANY (Amberg?) turned head character child. Closed 
mouth. Condition: as stated. Nothing else observed but this lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500
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4175 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (4) dressed dolls. This is an original family owned lot. All of them 
have painted eyes, shoes, socks, closed mouths. (3) Similar dolls but in 
different sizes - 4" 620 0 1/2+. 4 3/4" 620 1. 5 1/2" 208 4. They all have 
blonde mohair wigs, swivel necks (and need to be restrung). Doll 4) 5 1/2" 
painted bisque with painted features, hair. "Molly". Condition: as stated. All 
of the clothing has age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4176 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (3) dressed character dolls. (2)l Of them have stationary glass eyes, 
mohair wigs, painted shoes and socks. 6 1/4" Unmarked doll with closed 
mouth, round hole in head to insert red mohair, strung arms only, stiff hips. 
Painted pink socks .6" 257 15 Doll with open mouth. 5 Pc. body. Blonde hair. 
Painted white socks. Condition: crack on forehead. Crack on back of head 
from rim edge to under right ear. 6 1/2" 158 0 Doll with brown sleep eyes, 
closed mouth, blonde hair. 5 Pc. body. Opaque socks with two blue stripes. 
Condition: as stated. Clothing may have age discoloration, loss. Nothing else 
observed on bisque, but this lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4177 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have painted side glance eyes, watermelon smiles, 
mohair wigs, painted shoes/boots. Doll 1) ANTIQUE - 5" unmarked solid 
dome head GOOGLY doll, tosca wig, blue socks, vintage clothing. 5 Pc. body. 
Condition: paint loss on shoe tips. Doll 2) ARTIST - 6 3/4" DRGM (artist mark 
illegible) doll with red hair. Swivel head, 5 pc. body. Dressed in petticoat 
only. Condition: nothing else observed on bisque but, this lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4178 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of dolls. (21) All bisque - immobiles, painted bisque, wire strung, strung, 
strung arms only. Babies, Betty Boop style, molded loop, Carl Horn type. 5 1
/2" Doll with blonde mohair braids is marked 8093 2 and has stiff hips. Only 
a few are dressed, many have no clothing. German and Japanese. Condition: 
doll in papier mache walnut shell has been repaired. Age loss, discoloration. 
ALSO - pair of 2 1/2" German doll house dolls with wrapped legs, metal feet. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4179

ALL BISQUE
/CHINA
/PARIAN DOLL
(S).

LOT of dolls. All bisque - (4) dolls 3 3/4" - 6 1`/2" with painted molded 
features, hair. (1) Has a bow (stiff hips) and (1) has a hat (Bonnet Boy with 
stiff hips, dressed in leather outfit). (4) PARIAN - 2 1/4" - 5 1/4". (1) Has a 
molded hat, all have painted features, hair. (2) CHINA - Frozen Charlie type 
with blonde hair 4", 5 3/4". Also - (2) bisque shoulder head dolls with 
painted, molded features, blonde hair. 4", 8 1/4". Condition: age loss, 
discoloration on clothing. Some restringing needed. Paint loss. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4180 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT . Pair of 5 1/2" German dolls with a large wardrobe of antique clothing. 
Both dolls have sleep eyes, open mouths, replaced synthetic wigs, 5 pc. 
bodies. Both wigs are tightly glued down so no mold mark can be seen. They 
appear to be the same mold. Blonde/brunette dolls are strung. Extra pair of 
legs with dolls (1 - has a broken foot). Wardrobe - (7) hats, (8) dresses, skirt 
with bonnet, (2) dresses with hats, Condition: as stated. Nothing else 
observed on bisque. Age loss, discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500
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4181 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT. Lot of (4) dolls 3 1/2" - 5 1/2". (2) Have stationary glass eyes, no 
clothing. (1) Has painted eyes, mohair wig. (1) Has sleep eyes, closed mouth, 
blonde mohair wig. (Chips on both hips. Legs are wire strung, arms are 
strung.) Wardrobe - includes different sizes of small clothing: (10) hats, 
pocketbook, 3 pc. tuxedo, bathrobe, lace gown/veil, (7) dresses, bodice. 
Condition: as stated. Age loss, discoloration on clothing. Ths lot is being sold 
AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4182 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S)

LOT of (4) dolls. 5" Standing KEWPIE Germany doll with heart shaped paper 
label on stomach, round Patented Design paper label on back. O'NEILL 
incised on feet. Condition; minor mold/painting imperfections. 4 1/2" 
NIPPON immobile with painted/molded clothing - WW 1 Aviator. 4 1/2" 
Unmarked (67 on foot) Chinese child with molded yellow hat and braid. 
Yellow shoes. 4 1/2" Unmarked Asian child with painted green bands in 
black hair. Painted shoes. Condition: as stated. Nothing else observed on 
bisque, but lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
300

4183 ALL BISQUE 
DOLL(S).

LOT of (6) dolls. (2) Painted bisque - 4" GERMANY (chip on foot). 5" 
GERMANY. Bisque - 3 1/2" JAPAN. 3 1/2" Artist doll on base with mohair 
wig. (2) 5" Antique dolls. (1) Has painted eyes 160 4?. Closed mouth, red 
braided mohair wig. Strung arms only. (1) (Mark not visible) Has stationary 
glass eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig, 5 pc. body, (Doll has been 
repaired on back of head.) Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4184
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

LOT of (5) dolls. All of the dolls have open mouths, 5 pc. papier mache 
bodies and are dressed in antique clothing. Doll 1) 12" 390 A.5/0X.M., 
stationary brown eyes, brown mohair wig, factory original clothing. Leather 
shoes. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Doll 2) 10" HERM STEINER 10
/0, blue sleep eyes, honey blonde coiled braid wig. Molded painted shoes
/socks. Cotton clothing. Condition: cheek rub. Doll 3) 9" (Bahr & Proschild) X 
D.8/0, brown sleep eyes, replaced honey blonde human hair wig. Molded, 
painted shoes, socks. Original factory clothing. Condition: bisque is rough. 
Mold imperfecion on back of head. Loss on right shoe heel. Doll 4) 8 1/2" 
(Bahr & Proschild) X D 8/0, stationary brown eyes, replaced red synthetic 
wig. Molded, painted shoes, socks. Cotton clothing. Condition: hairline crack 
under chin. Doll 5) 8 1/2" 250 15/0 HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF, blue sleep 
eyes, long dark brown mohair wig. Factory original clothing. Molded/ 
painted shoes, stockings. Condition: cheek rubs. Overall condition: as stated. 
Age discoloration/loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4185
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have blue sleep eyes, open mouths, blonde mohair 
wigs. 5 Pc. papier mache bodies with molded/painted heeled shoes, socks. 
They are both wearing antique clothing. Doll 1) 8" S & H K * R 2/. wearing a 
cotton smocked dotted Swiss dress, black silk coat. Condition: cheek rub, 
eyelids missing paint. Doll 2) 9" K * R HALBIG 23 wearing red silk dress with 
black velvet ribbon trim. Condition: black kiln specks. Age discoloration, loss 
on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4186
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

LOT of (3) dolls. All of them have blue sleep eyes, open mouths, mohair 
wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bodies and are wearing antique clothing. Doll 1) 8 1
/2" 192 6/0, blonde mohair wig, painted heeled shoes/socks, Cotton 
clothing, silk hat. Condition: mold/firing imperfections on rim edge. Black 
kiln specks. Doll 2) 7 1/2" A.12/0.M, brown mohair wig (age loss), painted 
heeled shoes, socks (both ankles cracked, chip on thumb). Cotton clothing. 
Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Doll 3) 9" 390 A.12/0X.M., brown 
mohair wig (age loss), factory original Dutch costume with wooden clogs. 
Condition: cheek rub. Overall condition: as stated. Age discoloration, loss on 
clothing: This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4187
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have open mouths, mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache 
bodies, molded/painted heeled shoes, socks. Doll 1) 10" E&S 17/0?, 
stationary blue eyes, brown wig. Dressed in antique cotton clothing. 
Condition: bisque is rough. Cheek rub. Doll 2) 8 1/2" HALBIG K * R 21, brown 
sleep eyes, pale blonde wig. Dressed in newer silk dress, cotton underwear. 
Condition: nothing observed on bisque.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4187A
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

11" (Mark illegible) Belton-type Doll. Stationary brown eyes, closed mouth, 
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache French type jointed body 
with 1 pc. lower arms. Dressed in antique gold silk drop waist dres with lace 
and pleating detail. (2) Cotton chemises, 1 pc. under garment, brown socks. 
Red straw hat. Newer black leather shoes. Condition: Painting imperfections 
on head which occured during the firing. Kiln specks. Lower left leg (knee) 
repaired repainted. Paint loss on upper left leg. Wig is thin. Age loss on silk 
dress, hat. This is still a very pretty doll.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600

4187B
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

Pair of dolls. Both dolls have blue eyes, open mouths, blonde mohair wigs, 5 
pc. papier mache bodies. They are dressed in antique clothing. Doll 1) 6" K * 
R GERMANY 126-16, Sleep eyes. 5 Pc. toddler body. Dressed in silk chiffon 
dress, cotton underwear, newer ivory leather shoes. Condition: tiny cheek 
rubs. Age loss on silk dress. Doll 2) HALBIG K * R GERMANY 17. Stationary 
eyes. 5 Pc. flapper style body with painted 2-strap shoes. Antique cotton 
pinafore, dress, petticoat, panties. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. 
Age discoloration on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4187C
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

LOT of (4) dolls. All of these dolls have stationary eyes, mohair wigs, 5 pc. 
papier mache bodies with painted shoes. Original wigs and clothing. Pair of 
6" twin dolls marked 14A, closed mouths. Condition: bisque is rough. Eyes 
need adjustment in heads. Right hand missing from (1) doll and leg is 
cracked. 5" 39 13 GERMANY doll with closed mouth. Condition: bisque is 
rough. 6 1/2" I 19/0 doll with open mouth. Dressed in crepe paper clothing. 
Condition: bisque is rough. Head is loose. Overall condition: age 
discoloration, loss on clothing. Paint loss on shoes. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

100 
200
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4188

GERMAN
/FRENCH 
BISQUE DOLLS, 
12" UNDER.

Pair of dolls. Both of them have mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bodies, 
antique clothing. GERMAN - 9 1/2" S2 12.0 (mark illegible), stationary brown 
eyes, open mouth, brown wig. All original factory clothing, leather sandals. 
Condition: bisque is rough. Kiln dust. FRENCH - 9 1/2" S.F.B.J. 60 PARIS , 
painted blue eyes, closed mouth, honey blonde wig. Dressed in plaid wool 
dress, knit hat, cotton underwear. Painted boots with "fur" trim. Condition: 
bisque is rough. Mold/firing imperfection over right eye. Paint loss on boot 
toe. Overall condition age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4189
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

15 1/2" B MADE IN GERMANY 6 167 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body marked 
(red stamp) GERMANY 0 3/4. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - 
dress with pin tuck and embroidered detail, bonnet, petticoat, panties. Black 
oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Some repair, 
repaint on torso. Wear on hands. Age discoloration on clothing; loss on 
ribbon.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4190
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

14 1/2" B MADE IN GERMANY 6 167 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body marked 
(red stamp) GERMANY 0 1/2? Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - 
drop waist dress with embroidery, lace detail. Petticoat, pantaloons. Vintage 
pink/lace bonnet, patent leather shoes, rayon socks. Condition: kiln dust on 
face. Finger missing on each hand. Age discoloration, loss on clothing, 
bonnet. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4191
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

13" "5" (Incised) XI (black writing) Early Kestner with round face, blue sleep 
eyes, closed mouth, tosca mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body with 1 pc. 
lower arms. Dressed in reproduction 3 pc. white sailor outfit with navy 
soutache trim - dress, jacket with middy collar, hat. No underwear. Antique 
camel leather sandals, socks. Condition: hairline on forehead from rim edge. 
Nose rub. Wear on hands, hip and knee areas. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4192
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

25" SIMON & HALBIG K * R 66 doll with blue flirty sleep eyes. Open mouth, 
pierced ears, brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
child's antique white cotton dress with pin tuck, lace detail. Fancy full length 
petticoat. No pantaloons. White leather 6-button boots with heels. 
Condition: flake on right ear hole. Wig pulls. Paint missing from eyelids. 
Hands have been repainted. Age loss on dress, boots.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4193
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

26" A.M. 11 DEP MADE IN GERMANY 6 doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth. BEAUTIFUL full, curly blonde mohair wig. Papier mache 6-ball 
jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - teddy, pantaloons, 
petticoat, pink dress with crocheted bodice. Vintage decorated hat matches 
dress. Newer black leather shoes, black socks. Condition: mold imperfection 
on forehead otherwise, nothing observed on bisque.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4194
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

25" GERMANY 15 (Kestner) with brown sleep eyes, closed mouth pouty type 
doll. Long curly honey blonde human hair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache 6-
ball jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - pink/white check 
Russian style dress, (2) teddies, petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Pale pink 
leather shoes. Vintage decorated pink hat. Condition: mold imperfections 
(pock mark) on back of head and under left ear. Otherwise, nothing 
observed on bisque. Age discoloration on dress.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
1000

4195
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

31" 109 - 15 1/2 X HANDWERCK GERMANY 6 1/2 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, French blonde human hair wig. Papier mache 6-ball 
jointed body marked (red stamp) HEINRICH HANDWERCK GERMANY 6 1/2. 
Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - dress with eyelet detail, teddy, 
petticoat, no pantaloons. Child's leather sandals. Condition: flake on right 
ear hole. Wig pulls. Clean body but wear on hands, cracks on wrists. Paint 
loss in thigh area. Age loss on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4196
GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL
(S).

36" HEINRICH HANDWERCK 8 GERMANY 109 - 17 1/2 doll. Brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, French honey blonde human hair wig. 
Papier mache 6-ball jointed body marked (red stamp) HANDWERCK. Dressed 
in antique white cotton dress with tiered rows of lace, petticoat. Vintage 
teddy, pantaloons. Antique brown leather child's sandals. Condition: 
nothing observed on bisque. Minor loss on body - thigh sections.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

600 
800

4197 GERMAN 
BISQUE DOLL(S)

18" Unmarked (Kling) turned shoulder head doll with molded painted 
blonde hair and features. Closed mouth, pierced ears.Cloth body with 
leather hands, stitched down fingers. Dressed in antique white cotton 
clothing - dress with woven polka dots, tucking detail. Petticoat, pantaloons. 
No shoes. Condition:kiln specks right cheek otherwise nothing observed on 
bisque.Rub on back of head in hair. Age loss on hands, feet (1-has been 
repaired), knee joints/body, clothing. This doll is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4198 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. Pair of 16" Stoffpuppe dolls each in an original box, but 
not necessarily their box. Synthetic heads, human hair wigs. A Boy and Girl 
in coordinating outfits, embroidered felt shoes. Each one has a leather 
school bag on their back.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4199 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. Pair of 15" dolls each in an original box, but not 
necessarily their box. Synthetic heads, human hair wigs. (1) Girl in cotton 
Valentine dress has the Stoffpuppe hang tag. The other girl in the white silk 
dress with red smocking has no hang tag. Both have red leather shoes.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500
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4200 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. LOT. Pair of dolls each in an original box, but not 
necessarily their box. Both have synthetic heads, human hair wigs. 15" 
Stoffpuppe Girl in original floral outfit, red leather shoes. No hang tag. 13" 
Girl doll with baby body, loosely attached arms, legs. Dressed in corduroy 
pants, handknit cotton sweater, lady bug buttons. No hang tag. Condition: 
age fading, discoloration on sweater. ALSO - comes with a Kathe Kruse 
suitcase with clothing for the second doll.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4200A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

4201 KATHE KRUSE.

EPHEMERA. Advent calendar. 1957 Postcard book. (2) "Poppenmuseum" 
Leaflets. Donauworth Museum flyer. (14) Catalogs 1962 - 1989/1990. 1913 
Ad from Ladies Home Journal magazine. Sheet of early uncut paperdolls. 
(12) 1993-1997 "Puppe Eins" in German (Newletters for the Kathe Kruse 
Family). (3) 1998-1999 "Doll One" in English (Newsletters for the Kathe 
Kruse Family). Other misc. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

40 
100

4202 KATHE KRUSE.

LOT OF BOOKS."Kathe Kruse I.D. Guide", Xenidis (English text). "Treasury of 
Kathe Kruse Dolls" (English text), Album 3, Richter. (2) Copies of "The 
Beloved Kathe-Kruse Dolls", Richter (1) English text (1) German text. "Kathe 
Kruse - The Early Years" and "Kathe Kruse - At Her Creative Peak", Sabine 
Reinelt (Both have English and German translations in them.) "Kathe Kruse" 
Leben und Werk, Sabine Reinelt. (German text) "Kathe Kruse Puppen", 
Katalog und Preisfuhrer, Dahl (English and German text). "Kathe Kruse - 100 
Jahr, kaum zu glauben", Heel (German text). (Inscription - To Betty With lots 
of hugs & 1000 Kathe Kruse thanks, Enjoy 14/7/05). Binder copy - "The 
Kathe Kruse Story", (English text). "Kathe Kruse Kuddelmuddel" (German 
text). "Kathe Kruse Das groBe Puppenspiel", Mein Leben (German text). 
"Kathe Krufe Puppen", (German text).

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

40 
100

4203 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. Pair of dolls. 17" 1999 All original Sondermodelle 
"Margretchen", 8/50, Replica of 1913 doll. Hand painted cloth head with 
three seams on back of head on untreated cotton body. Body has been hand 
stuffed with reindeer hair. Dressed in beautiful outfit with wool knit hat, 
sweater, mittens. Embroidered felt shoes. She is in her original box. 19" 
Stoffpuppe Boy doll with synthetic head, painted features, human hair wig. 
All original clothing, wooden whistle, leather shoes. He is in an original box 
but, not necessarily his box.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4204 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. LOT. Pair of all original 19" Stoffpuppe dolls with synthetic 
heads, painted features, human hair wigs. Boy is in an original box but, not 
necessarily his original box. (Minor age discoloration on pants.) Girl has no 
box. Both have original clothing and leather shoes. Neither doll has a hang 
tag. ALSO - female doll comes with additional clothing made for this size.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com
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4205 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. LOT. Pair of all original 19" Stoffpuppe dolls with synthetic 
heads, painted features and human hair wigs. Boy is in an original box but, 
not necessarily his original box. He is dressed with wool knit cap, scarf and 
has his snow shoes with him. Girl has no box. Both have leather shoes. 
Neither doll has a hang tag. ALSO - female doll comes with additional 
clothing and pair of leather shoes, made for this size doll.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4206 KATHE KRUSE.

CONTEMPORARY. LOT. Pair of all original 19" Stoffpuppe dolls with synthetic 
heads, painted features and human hair wigs. Neither doll is in a box. They 
both have their hang tag. Both have leather shoes. ALSO - comes with a 
Kathe Kruse suitcase, (2) additional outfits, woven shoes, all to fit this size 
doll. Logo ribbon/ties.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4206A KATHE KRUSE.

19" Unweighted "Sand Baby" doll with "Magnesit"(?) head. Tagged 
Stoffpuppe. Painted features, blonde human hair wig. Stockinette body. 
Original tagged dress, replaced felt shoes. Doll weighs 3+ lbs. Condition: 
head has cracks. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4207

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

Pair of Asian dolls. 8 1/2" GERMANY A.M. 8/0 Lady doll. Brown sleep eyes, 
open mouth, black mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache body with molded, 
painted shoes. Attractively redressed. 7" Unmarked ALL BISQUE doll with 
solid dome head. (Possibly Simon & Halbig.) Stationary black eyes, closed 
mouth, black mohair que coming out of small hole on top head. 5 Pc. peg 
strung body with swivel neck. Molded, painted shoes. Dressed in vintage 2 
pc. silk outfit. Condition: nothing observed on bisque of either doll. Age loss 
on silk clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600

4208

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

8 1/2" 3/0 9573 HEUBACH SQUARE GERMANY "Googly" eye doll. Blue sleep 
eyes, watermelon smile, very curly golden blonde mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier 
mache toddler body with painted shoes, socks. Dressed in antique teddy 
and decorated hat. Newer dress, petticoat. Condition: tiny pock mark on 
end of nose. Dirt on face otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Loss of 
paint on back of torso.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4209

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

10" 0 (Faint) HEUBACH SQUARE GERMANY "Googly" eye doll. Brown integlio 
side glance eyes, open/closed mouth, molded painted dark blonde hair with 
bun. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. Dressed in vintage cotton dress with 
flocking, Bertha style collar. Cotton/silk underwear. Leather shoes. 
Condition: cheek rubs. Mold imperfection over left eye. Kiln crack at inner 
corner of left eye. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400
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4210

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

13" 0 GERMANY HEUBACH SQUARE shoulder head " Coquette" doll. Molded 
painted features including black integlio eyes, open/closed mouth showing 
teeth. Blonde hair with aqua ribbon in hair. Pin jointed oilcloth body with 
bisque lower arms. Dressed in vintage cotton dress, underwear. Newer 
leather shoes. Condition: kiln dust otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. 
Age loss on body in knee area. Age discoloration on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4211

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

13" 5 8775 HEUBACH SQUARE GERMANY "Whistler" doll with flange neck. 
Molded painted features including blue side glance integlio eyes, open 
mouth, blonde hair. Cloth body with papier mache lower arms. Dressed in 
vintage LEE coveralls only. Condition: bisque is rough and has kiln dust on 
different parts of head. Kiln crack over right ear. Both hands show wear. Age 
discoloration on body, clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4212

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

14" 8192 GERMANY GEBRUDER HEUBACH (Sunrise symbol) G 2/0 H doll. 
Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball 
jointed body. Dressed in antique clothing - tulle over aqua silk dress, coat 
with capelet collar, shoes. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons, lace socks. 
Condition: bisque is dirty, cheek rub. Lashes missing on both eyes.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4213

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

13" 2 HEUBACH SQUARE 7911 GERMANY "Grinning" doll. Molded painted 
features including blue side glance integlio eyes, open/closed mouth with 
molded tongue, blonde hair. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
antique cotton clothing - red/white stripe Russian style 2 pc. outfit, original 
chemise. Red oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Condition: kiln specks inc. red 
speck over left eye otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Age 
discoloration on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600

4214

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

14" 3 GERMANY shoulder head boy doll. (When it is a socket head, it is 
marked 7622 HEUBACH Sunburst)). Molded, painted features include blue 
integlio eyes, closed mouth with slight space between lips, blonde hair. 
Cloth hinged body with bisque lower arms. Dressed in antique clothing - 
navy wool coat with brass buttons, black knee length pants. Cotton knit 
shirt. Black leather shoes, socks. Condition: shoulder plate has been 
restored. Age loss on back of coat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4215

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

15" 6 (Green stamp) Made in GERMANY "Pouty" boy doll. (Although not 
marked, this is the HEUBACH 7603 doll.) Molded, painted features inc. blue 
integlio eyes, closed mouth, blonde hair. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in newer brown tweed 4 pc. sailor type costume with soutache 
trim. Middy collar on jacket. Newer black shoes, socks. Condition: nothing 
observed on bisque other than it is very pale.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

400 
600
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4215A

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

LOT. 13" K * R 114 34 "Pouty" boy doll (Hans). Tag reads: "Bobby" (My own 
boy doll). This is an original family owned doll. Painted blue eyes, closed 
mouth, tosca mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Comes with a 
small wardrobe of antique/vintage clothing - PJ set w/bathrobe. Green wool 
sweater, pants, cap. Red wool sweater. Beige wool knit top. (2) Cotton 
underpants, (2) undershirts. (2) Cotton shirts. Newer knit shirt. Gray wool 
shorts. Red velveteen hat, white cotton hat. (2) Prs. socks. Brown oilcloth 
shoes. Condition: wig pulls otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Wig is 
thin. Little finger missing on right hand. Clothing - age discoloration.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
2000

4215B

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

LOT of (3) dolls. All of the dolls have solid dome heads with painted hair. 7" 
(Incised Heubach sunbrust symbol) 7604 GERMANY smiling baby with blue 
integlio eyes. Open/closed smiling mouth showing lower teeth. Blonde hair. 
5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby body. Antique gown only. Condition: face 
rubs. Loss of paint on body. 9" 159 1 GERMANY Baby doll with blue integlio 
eyes. Open/closed mouth with white space between lips. Blonde hair. 5 Pc. 
papier mache bent limb baby body. Antique romper diaper. Condition: firing 
imperfections and kiln dust on face/head. Fingers may have loss. 10 1/2" 30 
B 1 1/2 GERMANY antique shoulder head on a reproduction body. 
Stationary eyes, closed mouth, dark blonde hair. Newer cloth body, bisque 
lower limbs. Dressed in newer 2 pc. suit. Condition: nothing observed on 
bisque. This lot is being sold AS IS. 

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4216
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
LADY DOLLS.

13" 1159 SIMON & HALBIG S & H 5 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, tosca 
mohair wig. Papier mache jointed lady (flapper) body with 1 pc. arms. 
Dressed in antique clothing - taupe coat with caramel mohair collar, cuffs. 
Matching untrimmed hat. Pale pink rayon dress, petticoat. Ivory silk 
stockings, black heeled oilcloth shoes. Condition: kiln crack behind right ear. 
Kiln specks. Both eyelids are missing (wax). Age loss on stockings (repairs), 
shoes.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4217
GERMAN 
BIDQUE HEAD 
LADY DOLLS.

16" 1159 S & H DEP 5 1/2 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
brown curly mohair wig. Papier mache fully jointed lady body with molded 
bust. Dressed in antique white cotton blouse, chemise, (2) petticoats, 
pantaloons. Newer black/white check taffeta skirt. Black velvet decorated 
hat. Brown leather "2" Keystone boots, brown socks. Black leather purse. 
Condition: cheek, nose rubs. Kiln crack behind each ear. Paint touch up on 
both hands.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

700 
1000

4218
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
LADY DOLLS.

17" D MADE IN GERMANY 8 162 doll. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, blonde 
mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red 
stamp) GERMANY 2. Slender arms and legs, nipped in waist. Dressed in 
antique cotton clothing - print dressing gown, pink organdy gown, petticoat, 
pantaloons. Pink lace socks, pale pink leather heeled shoes. Condition: 
minor mold imperfections on sides of head, over left eye. Age loss on shoes. 
Still a beautiful doll.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

700 
1000
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4219
GERMAN 
BIDQUE HEAD 
LADY DOLLS.

14" ARMAND MARSEILLE GERMANY 401 A.5/0.M doll. Blue sleep eyes, 
closed mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed slim lady body 
marked (purple stamp) GERMANY. Dressed in antique cotton teddy, silk 
stockings. Vintage aqua silk dress with black beadwork detail. Newer leather 
heeled shoes. Condition: nose rub, kiln dust. Minor loss on body. Doll needs 
to be restrung.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

800 
1200

4220
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
LADY DOLLS.

20" Unmarked (Kestner #172) Gibson Girl shoulder head doll. Blue-gray 
sleep eyes, closed mouth, blonde mohair wig. Very clean pin jointed leather 
body with bisque lower arms. Doll comes with an antique wardrobe. (2) 
Petticoats, full length slip, pantaloons, corset, lace blouse, (3) dresses, blouse
/short skirt, blouse/long skirt, wool coat/skirt, "fur" collar/muff, black 
oilcloth shoes, wool shawl, vintage decorated straw hat. Condition: kiln 
speck on left cheek otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Leather repair 
on upper right arm. Right ankle has been reinforced. Age loss, discoloration 
on clothing, shoes.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

800 
1200

4221

GERMAN 
BISQUE 
CHARACTER, 
FLAPPER BODY 
DOLL.

14" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 117 X GERMANY 34 Character doll. Brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, curly blonde mohair wig. Fully jointed papier mache 
body with slim legs. Dressed in antique pink silk flapper style dress, lace at 
neck. Silk petticoat, ruffled pantalets.Pink satin shoes. Condition: kiln crack 
behind right ear. Kiln specks. Nose, cheek rubs. Wax missing from both 
eyelids. Age loss in lace collar, dress. Discoloration on shoes.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4222

GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
FLAPPER BODY 
DOLL.

16" K * R SIMON & HALKBIG 117n GERMANY 39 Character doll. Blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, brown human hair wig. Fully jointed papier mache body 
with slim legs is marked (red stamp) MARILU MARCA REGISTRADA. Dressed 
in antique clothing - cotton tulle over pink cotton liner, flapper style dress 
with rows of tulle. Pantaloons, no petticoat. Newer beige leather shoes, 
socks. Condition: wig pulls, nose rub. Kiln dust. Age discoloration on 
clothing. Loss on silk sash. Hands have had repair, repaint.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4223 WAX - OVER 
LADY DOLL.

This is an original family owned doll. 26" Wax over papier mache Lady doll. 
(Her owner was Anna Marie Seltman.) She has stationary blue eyes, closed 
mouth, pierced ears, brown human hair wig. Socket head on molded 
shirtwaist shoulder plate. Cloth body with wax over lower arms. Papier 
mache lower legs with brown/black molded painted boots. Dressed in 
antique clothing: Dimity floral 2 pc. dress. Cotton chemise, (2) petticoats, 
pantaloons. Cotton striped socks with dresden paper edge, cotton tassels. 
Condition: This doll has a beautiful face. Crack on right ear hole. Nose rub, 
minor wear. Age discoloration on all clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4224
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

23" 1907 10 Walking doll. Blue paper weight eyes, open mouth, pierced 
ears. henna curly mohair wig. Papier mache/wood jointed walking body. 
When legs are moved, head goes from side to side. Dressed in reproduction 
dress, newer shoes. Vintage underwear, decorated hat. Condition: head has 
been restored. Flake on lower edge of right eye. Age loss on torso, paint 
loss. Hands have been repainted. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500
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4225
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

26" 758 12 (Red Stamp) TETE JUMEAU Talking doll. Blue sleep eyes with 
fluffy lashes (glue on left lashes). Open mouth, pierced ears, Long curly 
auburn mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body marked (blue stamp) BEBE 
JUMEAU Bte. S.G D G. DEPOSE. Two pull cords on left side of torso (faint 
crier). Dressed in antique white cotton dress with eyelet, pin tuck detail. 
Petticoat with rows of tucking. Newer panties. Antique leather baby boots. 
Condition: flake on each ear hole. Kiln crack behind each ear. Paint loss on 
both hands, body.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500

4226
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" (Red Stamp) DEPOSE TETE JUMEAU Bte. S.G.D.G. 7 V doll. Brown paper 
weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, long curly brown French human 
hair wig. Papier mache jointed body marked (blue stamp) BEBE JUMEAU 
Bte. S.G.D.G.DEPOSE. Dressed in vintage ivory silk dress under purple 
velveteen and ivory silk coat. Decorated buttons down back of coat. 
Matching decorated hat. Cotton full slip, petticoat, pantaloons, socks. 
Antique tan leather boots (resoled). Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. 
Minor kiln dust. Wear, paint loss on both hands, lower arms. Age loss on silk 
on dress/coat. Age discoloration on underwear.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
3000

4227
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19 1/2" (Red Stamp) DEPOSE TETE JUMEAU Bte. S.G.D.G. 10 doll. Blue paper 
weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, long brown French human hair 
wig. Papier mache jointed body marked (oval paper label, blue printing) 
BEBE JUMEAU DIPLOME D'HONNEUR. Dressed in vintage lace trimmed teal 
blue silk dress with tiered ruffles on back. Lace trimmed teal velveteen coat 
with back interest. Antique chemise and pantaloons. Teal corduroy beanie. 
Antique black leather shoes marked (star symbol) PARIS DEPOSE. Also 
comes with 8" reproduction black parasol with wooden handle. Condition: 
flake on each ear hole. Chip: on back rim edge (made prior to firing). Kiln 
dust. Both hands have been repainted. Repaint in knee joint area.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
3000

4228
FRENCH 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" (Red Stamp) TETE JUMEAU (incised) 8 doll in original box. Blue paper 
weight eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brown human hair wig. Papier 
mache jointed body marked (faint blue stamp) BEBE JUMEAU Bte. S.G.D.G. 
Dressed in vintage pink cotton stripe dress. Reproduction BEBE pin. Antique 
feather trimmed, embroidered silk bonnet. Corset, pantaloons. No 
petticoat. Antique black lace socks, black leather shoes marked 8 PARIS (bee 
symbol) DEPOSE. Condition: Original wig is thin on top. Tiny pimple in bisque 
next to left eye. Tiny pock mark on chin. Nose, forehead rubs. Firing crack on 
back of head at rim edge. Age loss on both hands. Age loss on bonnet. 
Original box - lid reads: MAISON JUMEAU BEBE JUMEAU. Condition: (1) end 
missing. Loss on lid. Box is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1500 
2500

4229
FRENCH ALL 
BISQUE 
MIGNONNETTE.

5 1/2" All original Mignonnette doll. Stationary blue eyes, closed muoth, 
blonde braided mohair wig. 5 Pc. peg strung body. Dressed in wonderful 
antique outfit - black silk Napoleon style bicorn hat with chenille trim. Silk 
varigated stripe coat with tails, purple vest, ivory pants. Gold metallic braid 
trim and Dresden paper buttons. Red soutache trimmed stockings, black 
paper shoes. Condition: minor kiln dust otherwise, nothing observed on 
bisque. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. Loss on wig. This is a wonderful 
piece!

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500
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4230
BLACK DOLLS - 
UNIS FRANCE
/OTHER.

Pair of dolls. Doll 1) 10" 71 UNIS FRANCE 119? 60 12/0 Mulatto bisque head 
doll. Stationary black eyes, open mouth, red mohair wig. Barrette in hair 
marked Made in France. 5 Pc. papier mache body. Original factory chemise. 
Condition: mold imperfection on back of head. Doll needs to be restrung. 
Doll 2) 13" Unmarked 1930's Baby doll with composition head, hands. 
Painted features and hair. Very clean cloth body. Dressed in original cotton 
gown, petticoat, diaper, socks. Condition: crazing on head, hands. Paint loss 
on hands. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

60 
200

4230A Product is Sold 
AS IS Please review all photos and fully read all descriptions.

4231 DORA 
PETZOLDT.

16" Marked Dora Petzoldt doll. 1919 -on. Molded composite head with 
painted blue eyes, closed mouth, red mohair wig. 5 Pc. Stockinette body 
with swing arms, legs, Dressed in antique silk embroidered cotton dress. 
Cotton petticoat, bonnet, socks. Rayon? panties. Ivory oilcloth shoes with 
poms. Condition: This is a very sweet doll. Nose rub, minor loss on face. 
Clothing is appropriate for doll. Light age discoloration on body.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

300 
500

4232 KATHE KRUSE.

14" Girl doll. Dated on bottom of left foot: 6. Feb. 1958. Made in Germany U.
S. Zone. All orignal with synthetic head, painted features, human hair wig. 
Swivel head, jointed disc legs, separately stitched arms. Original clothing. 
Condition: spots on right cheek. Age discoloration on body (arms). This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4233 KATHE KRUSE.

18" Girl doll. Stamped number on bottom of left foot only. Painted cloth 
head? with painted features, brown human hair wig. Swivel neck. Cloth 
body has thin disc jointed legs, separately stitched arms. Original teddy but 
other clothing may have been replaced with contemporary Kruse clothing. 
Oilcloth shoes. Condition: nose rub, crazing. Age loss on body - left leg, foot 
have been repaired. Right foot has age loss. Age discoloration on body. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

500 
700

4234 KATHE KRUSE.

20" (German Child) Doll VIII with large thin body. (Around 1930) "Ilsebill". 
Swivel neck. Painted features with blonde human hair wig. Legs with disc 
joints, separately stitched arms. Dressed in vintage cotton organdy dress, 
petticoat, teddy. Rayon socks, ivory oilcloth shoes. Left foot marked. 
Condition: age discoloration on body, clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500
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4235
CHILD'S 
FRENCH 
TOILETTE.

Child's antique "LAVABO - BEBE U & C" . Wooden cabinet with door. China 
top and lift out 2-compartment wash bowl, marked Saneggemines(?) DV 
France. 20" W x 19" T x 14" D. Condition: minor loss to wood, bowl chipped 
on rim.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

200 
400

4236 FRENCH 
FASHION DOLL.

LOT. 10" 3/0 Fashion doll with swivel neck, unmarked bisque shoulder plate. 
(Huret type?) Blue paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, blonde 
mohair wig with braid across top of head. Leather gusseted body with 
individual fingers. Dressed in beautifully made reproduction floral print wool 
flannel 2 pc. oufit. Period coat lined in silk taffeta, over the skirt. Antique 
cotton chemise, petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Brown leather slip on shoes 
marked 3/0 M.G. Decorated straw hat. She comes with a newer 3" fur dog. 
Condition: kiln speck on cheek otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Age 
discoloration, loss on both hands/arms.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500

4237 FRENCH 
FASHION DOLL.

12" Unmarked (E Barrois?) Fashion doll with swivel neck, bisque shoulder 
plate (If marked, under leather body). Blue paper weight eyes, closed 
mouth, honey blonde human hair wig. Pink leather body with mitt hands. 
Dressed in antique clothing - Dotted Swiss floral print dress with black/white 
lace trim, black velvet ribbon hem, bow at back. Coordinating decorated hat. 
Cotton chemise, petticoat, pantaloons. Black leather slip on shoes. 
Condition: head has been restored in area of left eye/forehead. Age loss on 
shoes. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500

4238 FRENCH 
FASHION DOLL.

12" 2/0 (On head) F.G. (on side of shoulder plate) Fashion doll with swivel 
neck, bisque shoulder plate. Blue paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced 
ears, blonde curly mohair wig. Cloth body with white leather lower arms, 
individual fingers. Dressed in antique clothing - brown silk 2 pc. outfit with 
fitted jacket, full skirt. Cotton chemise, petticoat, pantaloons. Vintage black 
oilcloth boots. Trimmed brown velveteen bonnet. Also comes with antique 
pink cotton fitted blouse, shorter skirt. Condition: bisque is rough. Tiny pock 
mark in bisque over left eyebrow. Otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. 
Clothing has age loss. Age loss on hands. This lot is being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500

4239 FRENCH 
FASHION DOLL.

LOT. 12" 0 FG (marked on sides of shoulder plate) Fashion doll with swivel 
neck, bisque shoulder plate. Blue paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced 
ears, brown human hair wig. Leather gusseted body with individual fingers. 
Dressed in beuatifully made reproduction mint green silk 3 pc. outfit - Fitted 
bodice, skirt, over skirt. Lavender silk ruching trim on all of the pcs. Antique 
cotton chemise, petticoat, pantaloons. Black lace stockings. Decorated 
companion hat. Also comes with newer 6" white fur covered poodle, glass 
eyes. Additional newer clothing - ivory lace socks, purple velveteen dress 
with black lace collar, (2) prs. shoes/boots. Condition: line over left eyebrow 
is a kiln imperfection, NOT a hairline. Kiln dust on shoulder plate. Wig is thin 
on front.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
1500
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4240 FRENCH 
FASHION DOLL.

14" "2" (Jumeau) Fashion doll with swivel neck, unmarked bisque shoulder 
plate. Blue spiral paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, long curly 
golden blonde mohair wig. Leather gusseted body with individual fingers. 
Dressed in antique white cotton clothing. 2 Pc. faille outfit - fitted jacket 
with eyelet and ribbon trim. Long skirt with the same trims. Teddy, 
petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Brown leather high top heeled boots. Newer 
trimmed brown straw hat. Condition: back of head has been professionally 
restored. Color of bisque head and shoulder plate do not match. Age 
discoloration, repair on both hands. This lot is being sold AS IS. This is still a 
beautiful doll.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
2000

4241 FRENCH 
FASHION DOLL.

16" "2" (Jumeau) Fashion doll with swivel neck, unmarked bisque shoulder 
plate. Pale blue/gray paper weight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears. Blonde 
mohair wig. Leather body with individual fingers. Dressed in beautiful 
reproduction ivory and peach silk 2 pc. outfit. Fitted coat, over skirt/under 
skirt. Lace, ribbon and ruching trim with pleated hemline. Matching lace 
bonnet. Antique cotton chemise, petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Red leather 
boots. Condition: flake under left eye. Rubs on nose, cheek. Kiln specks. Age 
discoloration on leather hands. This doll is being sold AS IS. This is still a 
beautiful doll.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
2000

4242 STEINER.

14" J. STEINER Bte.S.G.D.G. PARIS FIRE A. 7 (incised) doll. Blue paper weight 
eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears. Curly brown French human hair wig, 
original cardboard pate. Unmarked papier mache jointed body has straight 
wrists. Dressed in antique red silk satin drop waist dress. ivory silk faile front 
panel, lace trim. Attached petticoat. Cotton pantaloons. Ivory oilcloth shoes. 
Burgundy felt/velveteen trimmed hat. Condition: flake on each ear hole. 
White dot right of mouth. Torso and lower arms have been repainted; repair 
on left hand. Age loss on shoes, discoloration on petticoat.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
4000

4243 KATHE KRUSE.

18" Doll l , 1929 on. Later model with painted features and hair. Sewn on 
head. Slim legs and hips with disc joints; separately stitched arms. Sole on 
left foot is marked. Dressed in vintage clothing, newer shoes, socks. 
Condition: wear on head. Age discoloration on body. Loss on clothing.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1000 
2000

4244 KATHE KRUSE.

18" Doll Xll, 1931 - on. Painted features and hair. Sewn on head, dangling 
legs, loosly attached arms. Both soles are marked, the left sole dated 18. 
Okt. 1948. Original hang tag. Dressed in original clothing, ivory oilcloth 
shoes, socks. Condition: age discoloration on body.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

1500 
2500

4245 KATHE KRUSE.

16" Doll l, 1910 - 1929. Molded muslin sewn on head, hand painted features 
and hair. Sewn on arms, wide hips, legs with disc joints. Hands have 
attached thumbs. Sole on left foot is marked. Dressed in antique jumper, 
cotton blouse, panties. Newer ecru cotton socks, marked Kathe Kruse blue 
leather shoes. Condition: paint is worn on head, around left ear. Minor age 
loss on jumper.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
3000
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4246 KATHE KRUSE.

17" Doll l, 1910 -1929. Molded muslin sewn on head, hand painted features 
and hair. Sewn on arms, wide hips, legs with disc joints. Hands have 
attached thumbs. Sole on left foot is marked. Dressed in antique wool check 
shirt, muted brown plaid pants. Newer cotton socks, camel leather shoes. 
Condition: paint is worn on head, both ears. Black spot on right cheek. Age 
discoloration on body, socks.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
3000

4247 KATHE KRUSE.

16" Doll l, 1910 - 1929. Molded muslin sewn on head, hand painted features 
and hair. Sewn on arms, wide hips, legs with disc joints. Hands have 
attached thumbs. Soles on both feet are marked. Dressed in antique cotton 
check jumper, blouse with long sleeves, panties, red socks. Crocheted 
bonnet. Woven clogs. Condition: paint is worn on head. Cheek rubs. Age 
discoloration on body. Age loss on (1) sock.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

2000 
3000

4248
FRENCH DOLL 
WITH 
WARDROBE.

16" "9" "Monique", an original family owned doll. (Early Jumeau?) Brown 
paper weight eyes, closed mouth with white space between lips, pierced 
ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache (8) ball jointed body with straight 
wrists. Doll comes with an ANTIQUE WARDROBE. (3) Dresses - wool, silk, 
cotton. Velveteen coat with bonnet. Dressing robe, nightgown. Pantaloons, 
chemise. Cloth hat, straw hat. Red leather "2" 2-button boots. Condition: 
hairline from corner of right eye toward ear. Kiln speck. Wig pull. Age 
discoloration on body, some loss on paint. Age loss on clothing. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

3000 
4000

4249
FRENCH DOLL 
WITH 
WARDROBE.

16" Unmarked Fashion Doll - "Mimi - The Treasure". This is an original family 
owned doll. The head is flat on the bottom and seated on a separate bisque 
shoulder plate. Stationary brown eyes, closed mouth, fur wig w/attached 
earrings. Leather torso with leather over wood and bisque lower arms. 
Leather over wood jointed legs. Doll comes with an ANTIQUE WARDROBE. 
Silk dress. (4) 2 Pc. outfits - cotton, wool, taffeta. (2) Bodices - silk, cotton. 
Lace shawl. (2) Hats - silk, velveteen and a woven straw hat box. Silk 
petticoat. Chemise, (2) petticoats, pantaloons. Socks. (2) Prs. leather boots, 
leather shoes. (3) Cardboard suitcases with (2) prs. gloves, hanky, silk 
ribbons, perfume bottles. (3) Leather bags/satchels. Fan, combs, (2) hand 
mirrors, parasol (handle damaged). Desk accessory. Coral necklace. 
Condition: kiln dust/specks otherwise, nothing observed on bisque. Wig is 
thin. Age loss, discoloration on some clothing, accessories.

: In-house shipping is NOT available for the Doll auction. **Please Note
Please refer to the terms and conditions of this auction for recommended 
shippers.

4000 
5000
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Phoenixville, PA 19460 
484-879-6678
info@daksglobal.com

Plycon 
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631-269-7000
https://quote.plyconvanlines.com/freequote.php

Navis Pack & Ship 
701B Ashland Ave 
Philadelphia PA 19032 
610-534-0750
www.gonavis.com/location/home/philadelphia/pa1104

Atelier Storage 
Specialize in Fine Arts 
215-842-3500
http://www.atelierstorage.com

Fine Art Shippers 
917-658-5075
info@fineartshippers.com

Shippers in Doylestown Area: 

Doylestown UPS Store     
132 Veterans Ln, Unit A     
Doylestown, PA 18901 
215-230-9898
store3797@theupsstore.com

Annie Hauls         
New Hope, PA         
http://www.anniehauls.com/contact     
609-577-5133 (Mike)
annie@anniehauls.com

Moverman Transport Company     
Bryant Martin       
bryant@gomoverman.com      
www.gomoverman.com 
551-227-5633

Pick-up 
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Hatfield or Doylestown Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup appointment via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. See 
Auction Detail for designated pickup location, dates and times. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser. 

4. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment
Customer Pick-Up:  Winning customers must pick up any and all auction items (lots) within 15 calendar days of the close of the auction.  You are responsible for the pickup of your
items or the arrangement of shipping or carrier with a third party vendor, within this 15 day period.

Scheduled customer pickup at Hatfield or Doylestown Hours: 
Customers must schedule a pickup on designated days at https://booking.appointy.com/en-US/alderferauction/bookings/service. 
Hatfield, PA scheduled pick-up days/times: Mon – Thurs,  8:30 am-4:30 pm and Friday, 8:30 am- 2:30 pm.  
Doylestown, PA scheduled pick-up days/times: Mon - Thurs from 9:00 am – 3:00 pm with the exception of national holidays.  
Any other times or days at either location must be arranged via email or phone in advance. 

Pickup by third party shippers and carriers: 
Buyer must inform Alderfer Auction via email at shipping@alderferauction.com for authorization to release your product to any third -party shipping or carrier service picking up your 
auction items. We assume no responsibility for loss, damage, act or omission of the third -party shipper or carrier that you have arranged and selected. We list third-party shipping 
companies as a courtesy.  

Holding and Handling Fees: Customers who do not schedule or inform Alderfer Auction of a pick-up day and time within thirty (30) calendar days, after the auction close date, will 
be assessed a holding and handling fee of $75.00 per invoice or per vehicle. This fee of $75.00 will be charged to the customer’s credit card on file, after the initial 15 calendar days 
grace period (i.e. 30 days after the auction closing date). Subsequently, the buyer will be charged a $75.00 fee every 15 calendar days thereafter, until the auction items are picked 
by the customer or a confirmed third party shipper/carrier. Product will not be released to the buyer until all invoices and holding and handling fees are paid in full. 

Abandoned Property for Paid Items: Alderfer Auction will not hold and or handle paid customer lots indefinitely. Any paid auction item(s) will be considered abandoned upon 90 
calendar days past the close of the auction that the item was held in, bid on and won. Product will not be released to the buyer, should it be available, unless all invoices and 
holding and handling fees are paid in full. By abandoning this property after 90 calendar days, you release any rights to said property. Alderfer Auction has the right to re-sell 
abandoned property (as previously described) in a future auction or dispose of any abandoned property.  

Abandoned Property for Unpaid Items: Auction item(s) that are unpaid after 30 calendar days post auction, will be considered abandoned. Abandoned product will be placed in a 
future auction or disposed of, without any additional notice to the purchaser.  

5. Warranty & Condition Reports
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed information, print or electronic media.

All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid accordingly if you are uncertain 
of the condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as statements of fact, and 
do not constitute a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to represent condition of an item.  

While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior to bidding. Provenance and 
authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 

https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
https://booking.appointy.com/en-US/alderferauction/bookings/service
mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com


Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect and preview all lots. The Bidder should also review online descriptions, listings and/or photographs to obtain 
necessary information. Bidders may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall 
not be liable for failing to do so. All auction inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction. 

Textiles 
Textiles including rugs, are subject to varying degrees of wear, soiling and damage including pest damage and dry rot.  Bidders are responsible to satisfy themselves regarding the 
condition of the items they are bidding on from the information and photographs provided, by personal inspection at preview or by calling Alderfer Auction prior to preview for a 
condition report.  All items are sold “AS IS.” 

6. Estimates
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which may be substantially different 
from our original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a price realized.

Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with respect to the anticipated auction 
price of any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no guarantee, warranty or agreement with respect to the sale price of any item. 

7. Artwork Authorship & Authenticity 
General

1. If we say "c." for circa, a certain date, then it was made within 25 years of that date.
2. Measurements are given within 1" of actual size. 
3. Measurements are given height before width.
4. WAF means With All Faults
5. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for color variations in print and electronic media.
6. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for typos in print and electronic media.
7. Terms & Conditions may change frequently and without notice. Latest version of Terms & Conditions will always supersede any previous printed or online statements.

Authorship 
1. Name of Artist- Indicates that the work, in our best judgment, is by the named artist.
2. Attributed to- In our best judgment, the work may be by the artist.
3. Circle of- In our best judgment, a work of the period of the artist and closely related to the artist's style.
4. School of- In our best judgment, a work by a pupil or follower of the artist. 
5. After- In our best judgment, a copy of the known work of the artist.
6. In the Manner of- This painting represents the style of the named artist but was painted at a later date; the authorship is unknown. 
7. Bears Signature - This painting represents the style of the named artist.

Authenticity  
Signature- The signature, inscriptions and dates are transcribed in print as they appear and are located as follows:  

SLL: Signed Lower Left  
SLR: Signed Lower Right 
SUL: Signed Upper Left 
SUR: Signed Upper Right 
SLC: Signed Lower Center 
SUC: Signed Upper Center.  

1. If we state "signed" in our opinion, the signature is of the named artist.
2. If we state "bears signature" in our opinion, the signature might be that of the artist, but we make no guarantee that the work is by the named artist.

Authentication Policy for the sale of US/Foreign Coins, Autographs, Comic Books, Sports Cards, Diamonds and Gemstones. 

1. Items offered for sale are described and graded by Alderfer Auction Team of specialists, relying on personal knowledge, comparable sales and research in their 
respective fields. These items are described for information purposes, and are sold “As Is”. Buyer(s) shall satisfy themselves through inspection, photos and/or condition 
reports. 

2. ONLY guarantee of authentication is if documentation is provided by a third-party service including- PSA, SGC, ANACS and GIA.

8. Clocks and Watches
Due to the sensitive and mechanical nature of clocks and watches, we do not guarantee them to be in running or working condition.

9. Furniture
If we say "Chippendale Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece was made during that period.

If we say "Chippendale Style Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece looks like the period mentioned, but it was crafted at a later date. 

10. Firearms
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be
assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be checked
by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage.

11. Endangered Species 
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions, please call 215-393-3000. 

12. Estate Sale Auctions
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions mentioned herein apply to these auctions along
with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up.

Designated location and pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction or 
call 215-393-3000. https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction instructions will be included in your invoice. 

NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time. 

Delivery 
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you choose to 
have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to arrange these services no later than 24 hours prior to the 
auction pick-up time. 

https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction


If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be delivered to your home, call or email to make 
delivery arrangements: 

Alderfer Auction 
Delivery Department 
215-393-3000 office

13. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt as to the authenticity, title, 
or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 

14. Governing Law
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds for
discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable amount for lost commissions.

Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of Corporate: Alderfer Auction, 501 
Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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